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Lee's visit elicits mixed reponse
BY LORAINE CROUCH ..

members applauded in agreement.
"If a colored person and a Cau."As we go into the next millen- casian person walk in for a job .innium, in many ways we've gone terview;· there's no way they'll be
backwards ... Whether people like viewed as equals 100 percent of the
- it or not, the complexion of th~s timeP said junior Elissa Hopson.
country is getting darker," Spike
Lee attributed this imbalance to
Lee, acclaimed filmm~ker, told a the mere 50 years of voting for Afsold-out crowd in Sd;imidt rican Americans that followed 400
Fieldhouse last Friday.
years· of slavery. He called upon
The intended topic was diversity the African Americans in the audi- ·
in America, and the crowd demon~ ence to ~ecognize the influence of
strated just that. Many races were this issue in our society and in the
·represented byXavier students; fac~ African American community itulty and staff, with students from self.
neighboring high schools and uniBecause slaves were stripped of
versities, as well as members of the their land; religion, families and
surrounding communities who culture, he said; theAfricanAmerifilled thel,200-seat Fieldhouse to can communities are still frying to.
capacity.
figure out who they are today.
"It was definitely worth the trip,"
"There was more than one hosaid Miami (Ohio) graduate student locaust, and I think it's really upon
Jenny Mendelson.~ "Diversity is not us African Americans to confront
going away. Even- though racism slavery. yYe are still feeling the efwill always exist, we need to get fects of that .. .'The challenge is to
with it."
try to get those shackles off - the.
Lee, in his second trip to 'the big thing is education," Lee said.
Cincinnati area, devo_ted much of
Junior Sarah Brackmann was
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY PHILIP VON FURSTENBERG
his speech to describing his intrigued by the comparison. "It's
struggles as an African American [slavery] never taught like that in Filmmaker Spike Lee (above) visited Xavier last Friday to give a lecture on race and diversity to an
audience of 1,200 in the Schmidt Fieldhouse. Part of the presentation included a question-andbreaking into the film industry in the history books," she said.
the late 1970s and early '80s.
After the main portion of.the answer session.
Through his experiences, he also · speec~, students _had an OJ?portunity
described the racial issues we are to ask questions. By order of Lee's American and international. stu- ous people beforethe event, trying is not uniform .. A student asked
still facing today. "I get inc_ensed contract, questions had to be sub- dents responded and_ were heard to get peoplefrom different ethnic how to deal with being the only
when people say, 'All. right, they mitted to the Student-Government (with the exception of a few audi- - -backgrounds involved in the ques- African Ameriean student in class
and being asked to speak for all 35
have enough,Ie(s roll back affir- Association priorfo Friday.
ence members wh9 were unaware tion-and-answer session.
mative action."' Until the playing
A recurrent t_heme that emerged million African Americans in the
Despite the fact that SGA made of the restrictiol!),
field is level, Lee said, affirmative an open call for questions to the
_Senior and SGA President Lynn from this portion of the program United States.
See Spike, page 3
action is vital. Many audience .entire stud.ent body, only African . Grunzin~er said SOA called numer- was· that African American culture
Managing Editor

Admissions, Res. Life work, to .end ho11sing crunch
BY-SARAH KELLEY

As more prospective Xavier students confirm a space in next year's
freshmen class, the demand for oncampus housing remains an issue
of increasing importance.
The Office of Residence Life is
working closely with the Office of
Admissions to ensure there will be
enQugh spaces available for stu- Admissions Marc Camille. "We
dents wishing to reside on campus forward the number of students
next year.
who have submitted deposits to
According to the Office of Ad- · them daily and meet frequently to
-. -missions, Xavier's target num~er keep the lines of communication
· for the incomi!Jg freshmen class is open."
.
750.
Last fall, 774 freshmen were
In recent years, this target num- enrolled at Xavier, 664 of which
- ber has been surpassed; making it . resided 9n_ campus in addition to the
difficult to provide an ·adequate 586 sophomores who lived on camamount of on-campus housing. To pus.
avoid problems arising from inThe saine amount of housing
.- . creased admissions; th'e number of will be available to freshmen and
students enrolling is being closely sophomores next.year.
monitored.
"I think as long as we come in
"We are working:very closely around our target number of 750,
;: .· with Residence Life,'~ said Dean of · we shou_ld be firie," said Camille.
©2000 .The Xa.vier Newswire
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curately estimate how many stu~
dents will require housing on campus.
Because freshmen .are guaran. teed housing, there is the possibil~o
ity of sophomores being put on a
waiting list.
"If there is a waiting list, it
-Ava Jea_n Fiebig, director of Residence Life
should be minimal. We will do all
we can to- provide housing for all
"'We plan on between 80 to 85 per- rollment of undergr_aduatestudents; . sophomores who are put on a waitcent of the freshmen to live on cam- we just want to be able to meet our ing list;" said Fiebig. "We have a
· good track record with this in the
pus. ·This estimation has beeri pretty demand."
accurate in the past."
- Currently, the number of depos- past."
On-campus housing available to
According to Director of Resi- its submitted to the university is
dence Life Ava Jean Fiebig, the per- down by about 50 percent. Both sophomores includes Husman,
. centage of students wanting ori- the Offices of Admissions and Resi- -Kuhlinan, Buenger and substancecampus housing has.grown in the. dence Life said this was not a ma- free housing in the Manor House.
past several ye~rs? but is now level-" jor concern.
Sophomores who wish to live off
ing off.
·"I'm pretty confident that when• campus must acquire parental con· "The vision is to have a consis- all is said and dorie, we'll have the . sent to b~ approved by Residence
tent enrollment in the freshmen . appropriate number of deposits," Life.
class because it impacts housing. said C_amille. "We have a strong
In addition to providing housing
We are finally getting to the point pool and should be right on target'' for freshmen and sophomores,
where we need to be," said Fiebig.
The deadline for freshmen en- :Xavier also provides limited hous"We do not want to be bigger. rollment for the fall is May 1. Un- . ing that accomodates approxiWe're not looking for a larger en- til then, it will be impossible to ac-

~ are finally getting to the point where ·we need 'to be. ~-do not
want to be bigger. U7e're not looking for a'larger enrollment of,
undergraduate students; we just want to be' able meet our '
demand.

Senior News Editor

(513) 745-3607
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Free newspapers .other than The Newswire

>-Bryan Riechman, Editor

BY BRYAN RIECHMAN

>-News Room: 745-3122
)..NEWS@xavier.xu.edu

Campus Ne_ws Editor

Since Mom:la;, Jan. 31, free
weekday copies of USA T6day, The
Ne'w York Times and The Cincinnati
Enquirer have been available to
Funds from the Saturday, Feb.
residents of the Village and all
12 perfor~ance of the improvi•
Xavier dorms.
sational•group"Don 't Tell Anna"
The month~loflg giveaway, set
will benefit Stuaents for Peace; a
to end Friday, Feb. 25, is a test run
group planning a mission- trip to
of a program that has been enacted ,
El Salvador this summer. The
· on college campus~s throughout ·
- show is at 7;30 p.m. in Kelley
the nation, the College Newspaper
Auditorium. Tickets are$3. StuReadership
Program.
.
dents for Peace will also be sellAccordiI?g
Dr.
Ron
Slepitza,
diing hats for $5 from 7-10 p.m. in
rector of student affairs, represenKuhlman on Feb. 7, Buenger on
tatives from USA Today 'proposed
Feb. 8, Husman ori Feb. 9 and
the
program _to Xavier, and the ad-·
Brockman ori Feb. lb.
ministration accepted.
Several students have voiced
concerns over the issue of recycling
The deadline for May, August
the newspapers from this program.
and Dec·ember graduat!ng se- ·
-Program· organizers have provided
niors tO drop ·off their"Class of
recycling. bins; although the bins
2000" coin for free engraving is
arrived after the program hadbe~
upcoming. To ensure that stugun.
dent coins will be engravedon
The organizers will make. sure ·
iime for gra,duation, they must be . the newspapers. from the program
submitted to the Retention Ser-·
vices Office in Alte_r 103 by Monday, Feb. 14.
•~Olil!i!l!'.!l~

Laugh for peace

Senior coinage

'

. '1t gives, students ready access· to news and'
irtformation they might not otherwisetdke
the time to)ookfor,. honestly. "
. -·-. SophomoreKevin Lavelle
are properly recycle~L
;'Especially with the presidenThe purpose of the program is tial elections coming up, I feel like
to enhance studerit readership of I have a better grip on who's doing
local and nationa_l news, and so far, ·what," _said sophomore Rebecca
stud~nt response has been gener~ Mui ch.
ally positive.
Muich said sh~ often c;loes not
"It _gives students ready access have time to watch the news on teleto news and information they might vision, so the program helps her stay
not otherwise take the time to look more informed because if the pafor, honestly," said sophomore pers are there, she can glance over
Kevin Lavelle, who reads The New them during her free time.
York Times and The Cincinnati
'_'It's beneficial to-the university
Enquirer daily.
because a lot of times, we feel
"I think .it's a neat program closed off from the world and outthey're runnillg." ·
side information," said junior )3ri
Students have also stressed the Crowley. "We can read these patimely informative nature of the test pers to make betterinformed decirun.
sions."

The program's siJccess will be
determined by surveys filled out by
various students _who· participate.
If the test run proves successful,
Xavier's administration will likely
institute a full-time version of the
program be_~inning next school
year.
.
· A $10 feewill be included in
the housing cost for all Xqvier residents who live iri the dorms or the
· Village.
·· According to Slepitza, the foe
pays for the availability of the newspapers and is not dependent on
whether students decide to take
them.
· Muich said imposing a· manda· ,tory· fee is not riecessary. To students who do not want the papers,
the fee might be an annoyance; but
to make it optional would be_ a better idea.
·
"Personally, I thi_nk $)0 is a
nominal fee to pay; A better, educated student can't be a bad thing,"
Lavelle said.

·Col)structio11forces··Physical Plant relocation

Retreat sign-up

of Xav.i.er an_d its students.
The new apartments will be
Xavier's Physical Plant will similar to those in the Village.
move from its current location- on However, there is a greater demand
·Herald Avenue on .Feb. 27 because for upperclassmen to have single
of the apartment complex whfoh is rooms.
scheduled to be built there:
These unnamed apartments will
The plant's new location, 1350 contain 200-300 beds in either two
Tenness,ee Ave., is about a mile or four bedrooms per apartment.
away from camp1,1s.
They will be equipped with a
. ·.· The move is needed ill order for .. kitchen; a living foom·and •one or
construction crews to tear down the two full baths, depending on the
Physical Plant building and pre- number o~ occupants.
pare the land for the new upperclass- .
"When we looked at the demand
men apartments.·
.for housing for juniors and se.niors, .
The-· Physical Plarit consists of · we found thatthey wantto be close ·
55 employees who maintain the tO campll;S, have their·own food, a
schoolgrounds;thelandscape,cus- kitchen and a living room,"
todial needs, renovation, heating Slepitza said;. '-'If you warited to
and cooling, snow removal and.. live on campus, we think this will
'who fix electrical problems iri be very attractive."
·
dorms and the Village.
The apartment complex will
"We touch your lives in many have close proximity to all major ·
ways," said Jim Landers, director parts of campus. Directly across the
of the.Physical Plant "We are look- street will be the Cintas Center, the
irig forward to the move.
new university center., the dorms' .
"It is going to have some and academic building~.
g_litches. We will have to make
The apartments will also have ·
some adjustments and we are ready its own parking lot for tenants, alfor the challenge and to provide the though. the number of spaces will
samt< service."
not equal the number of residents.
Construction.of the apartment
During the -upperclassmen lot~
complex is planned
begin iri . tery in fall semester 2000, the apartJune, and the complex is expected ments will be available as an opto be open.by August 2001.
tion to move in by August 2001. .
Proposals from five private firms
"It is still proposed, but it;s our
are being reviewed and analyzed intentto go through with the proby a committee fo determine which posal and· get the. shovels in the
proposal will best meet the needs ground," Slepitza said.

BY CAROLINE CRISPINO
Contributing Writer

Sign:-ups for the April 9-11
Approach retreat are on Monday,
Feb. 14 at Campus Ministry. Seniors can apply from 11 a.m.noon. Sophomores, juniors and
seniors can apply from 1~5 p.m.
A $25 deposit is required.

Financial aid
In order to be considered for
maximum financial aid funds for
the 2000-2001 school year, students· must -have their Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) at the federal processor
by Tuesday, Feb. 15. Students
who have not submitted a com-.
pleted FAFSAformmay get one
at the Office of Financial Aid or .
complete the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov.

Athenaeum
Xavier's literary magazine,
"The Athenaeum," is accepting
submissions for its next issue.
. Students may submit no more
than three to five poems, a short
story or two pieces of artwork to
the English department, addressed to "The Athenaeum," by
Wednesday, Feb. 16.

The Physical Plant will soon have to relocate. The current site
employs 55 campus workers who maintain the school ·'
grounds and our award-winni.ng landscape and tend to ·
various maintenance-related needs. The new_ location, 1350
Tennessee Ave., is about a mile from campus.

Film series begins
The Xavier University Spring
2000 Film Series, "Other World;'
is showing "Stairway to Heaven"
in Kelly Auditorium on Friday at
7:30 p.m. and will be introduced
by Jerome Pryor, S.J. Films in
the series have to do with P!'!Ople
coming from or going to the
"other side." For more.information, call 745-3811.

Police.NoteS
Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2 p.m. -:-:A student left her jacket in the library .on a third floor chair wh.ile
she looked for books in the stacks.
When she returned, he~ jacket ~as
gone. It was later rec_overed in a
corner of the library with her Allcard and key~ missing. · .

Adoration offered
Adoration services are held
every Thursday in Bellarmine
Chapel, from 10:30-11:30 p.m.
Eucharistic adoration gives students_ a chance to reflect and pray
· in the "Real Presence/' which is ·
powerful, according to students
who regularly att<fud: .-

to

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

floor of the library for approxi" '
mately 15. iriiiltites ·was stolen·..
There was $125 worth of books in ·
the bag. Later that night, a cleaning· custodian found the bag .in a
trash
can .. The books were still
.
there. The only items missing were
a waterbottle and a lunchbag.
'

area at the time and, they were pull~
ing down signs.
·
Sundl1y, .Feb. 6, between 4~6
a.m. _...:- Someone'removed a.metal
sewer grate in' the osc; in which
someone could have fallen six feet.
Campus pcilice blocked the area of
.for safety and Physical Plant was ·
called !o fix it as soon as possible.

Sunday, Feb. 6, 3 p.m~ - Residence Life reported someone en. tered 3 West in Kuhiman hall and
I
: Friday, Feb; 4, 10:05 p.ni. -A trashecl'several bulie-tin. hoards.
tudent reported a· bookba·g 'that Ac~ording to a-witq:ess, th-ere were;:·~-~~~
as left unattended/on the' seco'i1d five or six white males seen in the
',.
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PoliceN•
ofth~Mek

Sunday, Feb. 6, 12:55 a.m.
...,..-_. On routine patrol, ·
Campus police . observed a keg .and tap on
a balcony in the Village.
Several underage stu. dents were involved and
will face internal
,.. charges'. ..
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Leadership teant seeks applicants
BY CARRIE HENDERSON
Contributillg Writer

Xavier's Peer Leadership Team
is now accepting applications for
the 2000-2001 school year.
. Applications are available in the
Student Services Center and must
be submitted for consideration by
Friday, Feb. 18.
Interviews will be held between
the weeks of Feb. 21-25 and March
6-10. Selected candidates will be
notified on Monday, March 20.
The Peet Leadership Team is a
group of students who are committed to leadership on or off campus.

Team members participate regularly in volunteer programs and
host leadership workshops.
The_ team is comprised of four
committees: high school leadership conference, Emerging Leaders retreat, citizen leader and the
organization workshop. Each committee is acc~pting applications.
Eleven members make up the
Peer. Leadership Team. Two posi:-:
tions, team coordinators, are paid.
These require a minimum of 10
hours a week.
Applications for these positions
are also available. Team coordina-

week of FEBRUARY 9, 2000 3

100 DAYS LEFT

tor Katie Gilsilen· expects about 30
applicants to apply for the leadership team. While not all applicants
will be accepted, Gilsilen urges all
students to become involved in the
program.
"It strengthens leadership skills
within the community," she said.
If selected into the program,
time prerequisites are mandatory.
Weekly meetings will be -held on
Wednesdays from 5-6 p.m.
For more information about the
Peer Leadership Team or to apply,
call the Peer Leadership Team office at 745-3662.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Andrew Weiss (center) and fellow seniors drink and
make merry at O'Bryon's last Thursday in celebration of
100 days until graduation in the Firstar Center.

Spike: Response diverse
Continued from Page 1
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asked what Lee thought of introducing diversity to historically
black colleges, he quickly pointed
out white students are not flooding
admissions with applications.
Some saw his answer as inconsistent with promoting diversity.
"What people fail to realize is
why those colleges were started in
the first place [African American
students were not admitted to white
institutions]," said Xavier graduate
student Jeanetta Glass, who
brought her 5-year-old son arid 7year-old mentee to the program.
The response to Lee's presentation was in effect diverse. While
some praised the issues he raised,
others felt Lee
did not include them in
the conversa.
tion about diversity. "His
speech was
·
1.1:
I. OU
thought-provoking, yet I
"Asaminority in this
'.r
think it lacked
ways
for
schqol, you.
need to. get
people of difyoureducation,
ferent cultures
to work tobut not lose
· ,.{',
I
"
your identity,"
gether to resaid . sophosolve differS6phomore Justin Wade ences and eelmore and Black
. BSA member
ebrate their diStudent Asso- ·
ciation mem- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · v e r s i t y , " said
ber Justin Wade. "You gain a lot, senior Kelly Gray.
but it's what you lose. He (Lee)
Khalifa, a junior, said; "A lot of
didn'tcandy coat it, which is some- times people think celebrities are
thing I was hoping he wouldn't do. experts. Just because he wrote a
"You have to expand your com- couple of movies on black issues
fort zone, and he made people un- doesn't make him an expert on dicomfortable," Wade said.
versity. I hope that it will create
Wade was one of five students more of a dialogue if students feel
who, with Director of Multicultural they didn't get enough of an unAffairs Mila Cboper, attended din- derstanding."
ner with _Lee prior. to his speech.
Whether or not the speech had
Other guests included BSA its intended effects is yet to be seen.
President Ameerah Khalifa, Inter- Grunzinger said, "I think he came
national Student Services President because we are a small Jesuit uniNatalie Lawrence, Lecture Series versity that's predominantly white ...
Chair Meg Schneider and SGA Vice I think he wanted to stir up a disPre~ide~t Nate. Most~r.
·
cussion on campus, and that's someWhen an international student thing we wanted to do."

"One of the best things the white
community has learned is that we
are not one monolithic group," Lee
said. However, not everyone has
learned this lesson and even teachers have their own prejudices he
s~id_. _.;/
. 'To· be a· min~·rity stuclent at a
predominantly \Vhite university,
you have to have an extra thick
skin ... Get what you can and get
out," said Lee.
Students have responded to this
particular comment in a variety of
ways. Some felt it does not foster
cultural harmony. Others argue that
getting an education .is hard
enough with·
out
facing
~s
daily obstacles
becauseofrace.
. Still. others in·
terpreted it as a
call.to stay true 1
.• J
to oneself.

a minoriry in this
school you need to get
your education, but not
tOSe your taenttty .. .
have to exnandyour
comfort zone, and he
[Lee} made people
b
uncom; orta te.
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WORLD BRIEFS
>-Compiled by: Deb Homan

Pro-Government
militia siezes UN
relief plane

>-Source: College Press Wire
some 1,200 to 5,0.QO noncombatants.
"We recognize that NATO
went to considerable lengths to
avoid killing civilians," said
Kenneth Roth, executive director of Human Rights Watch. "We
applaud that, but the report
.points out that there was much
more that should have been
done to prevent civilians from
being killed."
The report urges NATO to
establish an independent commission to review alleged .violations of humanitarian law,
and recommends that NATO
change its targeting and bombing procedures. "We've demonstrated ap assessment can
be done and done fairly and in
a meticulous way," said William Arkin, a military con.sultant who led the investigation.,
"And .everyone would benefit
from doing it, because it would
ensure lower casualties in the
future if we understood why
civilians died."
Among the deadliest and
most. troubling occurrences, the.
report says, were ~ttacks on convoys in which refugees were
grouped together with military
forces. According. to Human
Rights Watch, NATO also erred
by dropping cluster bombs .in
urban areas, bombing bridges
during daylight hours and hitting targets such as a Belgrade
television station.

SUDAN (UNF) -The United
Nations said today it is negotiating with the Sudanese government for the release of a UN
plane and four crew members
held by a pro-government militia in southern Sudan.
The plane, carrying a UN
worker from the United States,
two Kenyan pilots and a
Sudanese relief worker, was
seized Thursday in Old Fangak
in the volatile Western Upper
Nile province. Aid agencies fly
into southern Sudan daily to
deliver relief supplies to the region, which has been a battleground of the government in
the North and rebels of the
Sud.an People's Liberation
Army for the past 17 years.
Militia leader Gabriel
Tanginya is believed. to be holding the hostages in retaliation
for the capture of three of his
commanders by rebels after they
disembarked from another UN
plane last month.
' The hijackers demanded the
release of all colleagues allegedly held by anti-government
rebels, Sudan's Humanitarian
Aid Commission said Saturday.
The commission released a
statement saying, "We regret the
occurrence of such an incident
,.
and would like to say that we
have already begun coordinat- First lady confirms . ·
ing with the UN offic~ in NY senate ambition .
Khartoum to try to end this criNEW YORK (TMS)- First
sis as soon as possible."
lady Hillary Rodham Clinton .
The Sudanese government made history Sunday by foralso said it regretted the action mally declaring her candidacy.
of its supporters and insisted it
Her announcement made
is committed to delivering food Clinton, an Illinois native who
and supplies to the needy in has never held public office, the.
the South.
·
firstpresidential spouse ever to
The commission said it will run for office.
work with the UN to prevent
After almost a year of rocky
· similar incidents in the future so preliminary campaigning, she is
they will not affect the flow of . in a virtual dead heat with her
humanitarian aid.
likely opponent, Republican
The BBC correspondent in New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
Khartoum notes that concerns
"She's trying to reintroduce
are growing in the area over the herself and take a second try to
threats to humanitarian aid. The make a first impression," said Lee
World Food Program is one of Miringoff, a poll taker.
the few remaining sources of reThe famously verbose presilief aid to southern Sudan BBC. dent said not a word Sunday, so
An estimated 1.5 million the spotlight could shine on his
Sudanese have died from fight- wife. He instead sat behind the
ing and war-related famine since first lady, clapping and nodding·
the war began in .1983.
with spousal approval..
Hillary Clinton, seeking to
NATO accused of
reassure New Yorkers and to anbombing civilians
. swer critics who have quesYUGOSLAVIA(UNF) -Ap- tioned her candidacy in New
proximately 500 civilians .were York, said: "Some peoplemay .,
killed by NATO bombing cam- ask why I'm doing this here .,
paigns in Yugoslavia last year, and now." she said. "I may be ..
Human Rights Watch said in a new to your neighborhood, but
report that accused the United I'm not new to your concerns."
States and its allies of not doShe suggested sh!! is a cening enough to prevent such trist Democrat who has been
casualties.
fighting for issues such as edu- "'
According to the report, cation, children, Jlealth care,
which compiled information gun control and women 'sirice
from 91 cities throughout Yugo- long. before her husband was
slavia, civilians were killed in elected president. Referring to
90 separate incidents. The what is expected to be a fierce
United States estimates civil- race Clinton said,· "I know it's
ians were killed in 20 to 30 in- not going to be aµ easy camcidents, while the Yugoslav paign. But hey, this is New
government says NATO killed York."

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Tuition provokes_ students
POLICE RETAKE MEXICAN UNIVERISTY AFTER 10-MONTH, STUDENT STRIKE
BY ALFREDO CORCHADO
Knight-Ridder Tribune

MEXICO CITY (UNF)-Thousands of unarmed police officers
stormed the National Autonomous
University of Mexico on Sunday,
promptly retaking the troubled university paralyzed by a 10-month,old, student strike.
The bold, early-morning raid refused to give up the campus or
was conducted with few injuries . return to classes.
While government officials proand little violence, aside from a few
minor skirmishes between strike claimed the strike over on Sunday,
supporters and police. ·About 2,500 strike supporters vowed retaliation
police officers, wearing bulletproof in coming days. Groups of arigry
. vests and armed with only clubs · students threw eggs and oranges at
and plastic shields, participated in the police. Others pushed· and
the· operation. They were accom- shoved, screaming obscenities outpanied by dozens bf human-rights side . the . Mexican Attorney
General's office, taking special aim
observers.
More than 600 students were ar- at members of the news n:iedia whom
rested in the raid, including key
members of a tiny group of self-described anarchists with names like
Mash, the Devil and the Snake.
Known as the Ultras, the radical
group had seized control of the
campus last April and halted classes
for the university's 270,000 students.
-Diodoro Carrasco,
Many student strikers were
asleep when police moved in. OthInterior Minister
ers were attending an all-night
meeting. None offered resistance.
J;Jy mid-morning; authorities, they accused of being in cahoots
who staged the raid under court or- with the government.
An eerie calm prevailed over the
. der, appeared in full control of the
sprawling campus as government university campus and surrounding
authorities quickly declared the neighborhoods: More protests are
longest strike in the university's 89- planned later this week.
It's unclear how !Ong the police
year-9ld history over.
•'A' democratic society cannot presence on the campus will conallow the ·kidnapping of the na- tinue or when students will return
tional university,". said Interior to classes, said Mexican Attorney
Minister Diodoro Carrasco, whose General Jorge Madrazo in a teleministry is responsible for .domes- · vised interview. He said such decitic security concerns; "Today we sions will come later after a full inhave restored the university, so that vestigation to determine, in part,
its. destiny can be returned to the the extent of the damages tci the
hands of the university community. ·university.
University Rector Juan Ramon
Today we have liberated the uni~
versity. It's for the well-b~ing of de la Fuente pleaded for the release
the university. It's for the well-be- of under-aged students and asked
for leniency, where possible, for th~
ing of Mexico."
President Ernesto Zedillo, in a others.
national ·address on Sunday, said
"I lament that it had to come.
to this extren:ie," de la Fuente said.
UNAM stands as a proud symbol of free education for Mexico's
masses. Known universally as
UNAM, from its Spanish acronym,
it is the largest institution of higher
education in Latin America. But
.
.
on Sunday, the campus was in tatters.
Televised imag~s by the
Televisa network, which broke the
news shortly after 7 a.in., showed a
battered, deteriorating university
complex,· its walls covered in insurrectionist graffiti and drawings
of
Cuban revolutionary Che
-Jorge Pi_neda Sosa,
Guevara, and containing what one
· Y.~iversit:ygrocer TV reporter described as a nest of
roaming rats.
that a violent clash. last week bePolice officials said at least 10
tween strike support'ers and oppo- marijuana plants were confiscated
nents forced him to act.
and other items, including
'.."This is ·a.historkal conquest for Molotov cocktails; some made
all Mexicans,''. tie.. said.
with half-empty tequila bottl<?s.
The student strike began last
In many ways, the student conApril after-university offici.als pro- flict mirrors Mexico's vast ecoposed raising student tuition from nomic and political transformation,
a few pennies to an es'timated $140 revealing the vestiges of its sodalper year. The fee had not changed ist-like past and its unsteady tread
. since 1948.
(award a new world of globaliza-.
The university· later b.acked tion.
away from the tuition hike. But
While students initially .tarstrikers changed their demands and geted the university for the tuition

':4 democratic
sociery cannot allow
the kidnapping of the
national univerisry. "

'1t was about time·
that the government
fought back. !hope
that students can
now return to class,·
and·.U!e can put this ..
nightmare 6ehind
us. "

increase, they directed their rhetoric more and more at the concept of
a globally intertwined economy
and the free-market forces that are
changing Mexico at its core.
Forced to compete economically with other nations, the gov.ernment has been forced to curtail
its free-spending ways, in:ipacting
· dozens of subsidy programs, including education budgets that
once guaranteed a virtually free
university education to everyone.
The federal government now
pays 90 percent ofUNAM's $1 l;>plion annual budget, and university
officials had hoped the new tuition
prop~sal would have raised $84
million, or about eight percent of
that figure.
In spite of growing restlessness
by the public and the government
about the duration of the strike, officials were reluctant to take the
campus by force, fearing a blood
bath. In a 1968 incident known as
the Tlaltelolco massacre, soldiers
killed hundreds of students, an
event that has haunted· Mexico for
30 years.
But as the UNAM strike dragged
on, some weary officials and political· analysts privately predicted
that the image of a weak. government would harm· the chances of · ·
the ruling party's presidential candidate, Francisco Labastida Ochoa,
in the upcoming national election
·set for July 2.
·
After the raid, public reaction
·was largely supportive of the police actions. But some questioned
the timing of the operation .
"It was about time that the government fought back," said 38-yearold Jorge Pineda Sosa, who worked
at a grocery store inside· the vast
university compound. "I hope that
students can now return to class,
and we can put this nightmare be- .
hind us."
Last month, a un.iversity-sponsored plebiscite, in which stu~ents,
faculty members and workers
voted, overwhelmingly supported
a plan by de la Fuente, the school's
rector, to end the strike. The strikers, however, refused to recognize
the outcome.
Last week, strike opponents,
backed by· university pp lice,
clashed with supporters, leaving 37
people injured and 248 under ar- .
rest. It was the worst violence since
the strike began.
A i2-hour negotiating session
ended Friday after both sides accused the other of intransigence.
Students had asked for talks to re"·
sume Monday, but the university:
refused. ·
·
"Over the months, this cause had
lost its legal and constructive direction," said Carrasco, the interior
minister.
·Mexico City bureau chief Anc
gela Kocherga· ofKHOU-TV in
Houston and news assistant Javier
Garcia contributed to this report.
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IS YOUR FUTURE.·
.WORTH
$50,000!
WE THINK SO.
.

.

The Army now off~rs college .
~cholarships worth up to $50,000
for qualifying applicants through
the Montgomery GI Bill and the
Army College Fur:id. ·
It's worth a call to find out
more. Call your local recruiter at: ·

_·

513 - 731. 4400

ARMY.

_.

BE ALL
YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com

Off-Campus Housing

CALL NOW! WORK NOW!

RESTAURANTS

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue

FULL SERVICE, FINE DINING, FAST
FOOD, DELIVERY, FAMILY STYLE,
MANAGEMENT, BARS & PUBS,
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS,
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY,
PRODUCTION, CAFETERIA &
HEALTHCARE!
1OO's of Food Service Jobs
Available

-Free. heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking
-Air-Conditioning
Accepting Applications
$320and up·

llVIanager: Art
961-3786

Office:
474-5093

NOW.HIRING
· CALL f-877-991-9292
FREE SERVICE

THE.
_· NEWSWIRE.
Can you really
put a price on
experience?

RESTAURANT JOB LINE.

24-hour
Helpline

·Free
P~egnancy

Tests

321-3100
Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FOR
XAVIER STUDENTS!

This is a 16 unit apartment complex.
Available for 1 or 2 students, 5 room apartmE3nts that have private rooms with a kitchen
and bathroom. Also 3 room apartments with
private rooms that include a kitchen and
bathroom.
Furnished or Unfurnished!
All Utilities Included!

mkW~9~

North Canton, OH 44720-3396

Master Of Science Degree in

PHYSICAL THERAPY
0

Prepare for a stimulating and exciting
career in a dynamic profession which seeks to
maintain and promote human fitness, health,
and quality of life.
,

0
For More Information,

Walsh offers you ari excellent curriculum
in a highly supportive learning community.

Call:
242-7553
or
Carmen at 325..:8352

Applications clt)sc April 1, 2000.
Classes begin May 15, 2000.

----..Or---aek@alex.walsh.edu

(330) 490-7286

(800) 362-9846
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Divided we fall
Unlike the dynamic perfor- questions, responses were less
mances by the women's basket- than adequate, and often rude and
ball team in Schmidt Fieldhouse, elusive when Lee didn't know
noted filmmaker Spike Lee did how to support his answers .
. not fair as well in this arena.
For example, one aspir.ing acAlthough his speech was to tress asking for advice about sucfocus on "diversity in America," ceeding in a predominantly white
Lee spent half the time talking environment, was bluntly rebuked
about his life breaking into the with, "Can you act?"
Lee dismissed
film industry.
While we unher, implying there
was nothing to
derstand he is not
worry about, which
an expert on divercontradicted his
sity, we had hoped
message
about
to come away with
needing to create a
something more to
level playing field.
think
about.
Maybe then we
Again, when anwouldn't have left
other student posed
uninspired and una question on how
motivated.
to deal with being a
Lee's speech
minority student,
was unfocused and
Lee advised her to
at times dry. While he brought up get her education and get out. We .
some key issues like affirmative think this opposes the forum's
action and the importance of edu- purpose by promoting an "uscation, the speech didn't get much . against-them" mentality. We view
deeper.
this as a regression of thought.
At least now Xavier students
We were happy to see a diverse
crowd, including members of are now talking about the issues.
Xavier as well as the larger com- Unfortunately, we fear an attitude
munity. This affirms Xavier's de- like Lee's may put some students
sire to understand how to perform on the defensive rather than ready
to hear anyone else's poipt of
in a more diverse society.
Sadly, we feel Lee directed his view.
We left unfulfilled and feeling
speech to only half of the audience - alienating others who more divided than when we arwere also eager to learn about di- rived. Our advice to Spike Lee is
versity.
to stick to what he knows best When the floor was opened for making movies.

\:\7e left

·unfalfilled
and feeling
more divided
·than when
we arrived.
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Rat spinning form of Cruelty
BY JAYN MEINHARDT
policy of the National Institutes of
Guest Columnist
Health, and kept in the heat for
I have been in the humane hours.
movement, and personally involved
2. They are picked up repeatin animal rescue, for well over a edly by their tails.
quarter of a century.
Expert testimony documents
So, when I say "rat spinning" at that although it is not improper to
local Catholic festivals is the worst pick up a rat this way, repeatedly
animal abuse I have ever witnessed,
it must be understood that this statement involves not just what is being done to the animals, but what
is being done for the amusement of
our children.
What I personally witnessed
would have been equally disgusting, but not morally as abhorrent
s~nctifies
and shoc~ing, if it were being done
by Satanists in a dark alley, but seeing this on church grounds was beyond my comprehension.
Living animals are being tormented at Catholic parish festivals
for the apparent amusement of children.
They say a picture is worth a
thousand words: seeing something
firsthand is presumably worth a
great deal more than this.
I'd had this act described to me
by a local theologian, Dr. Elizabeth
Farians, but this did not prepare me
for actually &eeing this brutality.
The "game" consists of forcibly
picking up rats by their tails and doing this can indeed cause them
spinning them on a roulette wheel harm.
and continually spinning the wheel
These animals are picked up
with the rat on it while children step over and over again in this manner
up and place their money on the for interminable hours.
hole into which the rat will go.
~. Children are encouraged to
The wheel stops with a loud bell bet on which hole the terrified aniclanging and children screaming at mal will stumble into after being
the terrified little animal.
spun.
How can anyone who has any
If the Catholic Church not only
· empathy whatsoever for animals condones, but sanctifies this animal
not be disconcerted at seeing a vis- suffering, why isn't it OK for the
ibly frightened, disoriented animal child to go home and put the famdesperately seeking a hole to run ily pet in the dryer?
into to determine who wins the bet?
Hasn't the child just learµed that
These living, sentient animals it's· amusing to see animals suffer?
are being tortured at parish festi4. Those who torture and kill
vals, in the name of the Church. people almost invariably confess
This raises several issues:
they first started by harming ani1. The animals, when not being mals, and a multitude of psycholosnatched up and spun, are being gists have educated us to the fact
warehoused in substandard cages, · that brutality to animals does not
which are smaller than those rec- end there ...
ommended by the public health
Every single study on serial kill-

.Ifthe Ca,tholic

Church not only
'condones, but
this animal
suffering, why isn't it .·
OKfor the child to
go home and put.the
family pet in the.
dryer? Hasn't the.
child just learned
that it's amusing to
see animals suffer?

ets found that they began with animals, including Jeffrey Dahmer,
who enjoyed cutting up living animals . .
More recently, each of the children who was convicted of school
shootings, including Kip Kinkel,
who bragged about shooting neighborhood cats, admitted that they
started out by taking joy in the animals' suffering. From animals, they
"graduated" to enjoying seeing
people suffer.
. I couldn't sleep the entire night
after witnessing the rat spinning.
I'm not certain which I.found most
disconcerting - the frightened, disoriented animals or the crowds of
screaming children, being indoctrinated into the thinking, seemingly
by the Catholic Church, that it is
OK to torment animals.
It would seem to me that desensitizing our children is the last message that we should be advocating
in a world that has becom.e all too
violent.
It is said that if you show a child
what is wrong about harming an
animal, that you do as much to help
the child as you do for the animal.
Conversely, teaching a child to
enjoy seeing pain or suffering in an
animal will arguably lead to taking
joy in the suffering of other people.
It doesn't matter if a child is doing the harm or being taught to enjoy the suffering of others for them
to learn the wrong message.
It appears to me that the parishes
are encouraging our children, not
just to ignore, which would be bad
enough, but to take delight in the
suffering of these little animals. I
believe this is a dangerous lesson.
It would also suggest that the
parishes that elect to have "rat spinf!ing" at their festivals are en~our
aging children to ignore Church
doctrine to love and respect all of
God's creatures;
I hope that readers who are likewise appalled at this event will take
the time to contact the parishes in
their own communities, urging for
festivals with compassion.
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Antibiotics ineffective for colds America takes hostage
' J
'~Thy don't I get an anti-

It depends on how dirty the emergency, call Xavier Security.
bathroom is. Generally, there's no They will assist you and get a life ·
substitute for hand washing.
squad:
Hand washing sign.ificantly reIf you have an illness after the
The "common cold" is caused duces the transmissions of germs. Health Center closes and it can't
by a virus and there is no cure for Frequent .hand washing is why wait until the next day to call, get
a virus. We can ·only treat the · nurses and doctors don't get sick in contact with security and they
symptoms. .
, often even though they are fre- will pag_e the Health Center PhyAntibiotics don'twork for vi~ quently exposed to germs.
sician on call. That physician will
In ·the public restroom, after call you. '
ral infections. Antibiotics only
work for bacterial infections such you wash your hands with soap;
If you believe you need to go
as strep throat or pneumonia.
hot water and a good friction tech- to the emergency room; Xavier
Patients have deyeloped the ex- nique, tum the water off with a pa~ . has developed a· strong relationpectation that they need an anti- per towel protecting your clean ship with Good Samaritan Hospibiotic. Inappropriate' use of anti- hands .. When you exit, open the tal. I'd recommend you go there.
biotics causes the development of restroom door with a clean paper
antibiotic resistant strains of bac- towel.
Questio11s a11swered by Dr. ·
teria.
James P. Konerman.

biotic when I come in for.
a cold?

've heard it's less sani~ary
to wash your hands m a
di"rty public ·restroom than to
not wash them. Is this true?

I

w.

hat do I do for a health
emergency while on cam-

Questions 1izay be dropped off
at the Health and Counseling
• Center or e-mailed to
If you have a life-threatening opinio11s@xavier.xu.edu.

pus?

BY URHANDA LEWIS
rious, Republicans, who. trumpet
' · College Press Exclzmige
·themselves as members of the party
Si~ce when did the American that safeguards familial rights,
government get into the kidnapping . heavily populate these conservative
business? Unless you've been in a groups.
coma, the name Elian Gonzalez is
However, expatriated Cubans,
as familiar to you as those of your who enmasse seem to.think Ameri. can laws reg~rding Cuban immigra~
next of kin:
The tyke, who survived an amaz- tion are unfair, overwhelmingly vote
ing ordeal at sea when he, his mother, Republican.
·
stepfather and others tried to defect
Therefore, the "family" party.
from Cuba, has become the center finds itself fighting to keep a child of a political mess.
away from his father.
It seems that relatives, dispatched
I can't say I think sending a child
by the boy's father to care for him back to a country with no real ecoand then send him home, have de- nomic plan and, therefore; no discided that his interest will best be cernible future, isn't a difficult deciserved if he does not return to the sion.
island nation.
However, children all over the
Enter the government. If this boy world. are born under political rewere American, there'd be no ques- gimes that America considers unsa"
tion about where he belongs. In vory.
America, we believe cliildren belong
In·this country, children toil at or
with their parents. Few, if any, ques- below the poverty level, and while
tions are ever asked about a person's we pay lip service to the tragedy of
ability to parent.
their plight, we P.ay $40 million to
We aren'tcertified or given understand the president's sex life.·
classes to ensure we're fit to raise·
This child has what many other
children. We just have children, and children would love to have: namely
the world prays we can handle the a father anq grandparents who love
responsi~ility. ·
him and who, by all accounts, have
The community depends on' so- done well by him.
cial service agencie·s to assess the
Can it be said that they are less
skills of parents who seem to be hav- decent that any of us because they
ing trouble parenting.
were born in Cuba and have not atThose agencies routinely leave tempted to defect?
children with natural parents who are
Though it has been reported that
only nominally able to care for them- Elian has asked to stay' in this counselves~ much less their children.
try, what child wouldn't say the same
. The law of this land is: "Nature thing if plied with new toys and trips
supercedes nurture." Though a child to Disney World?
might face a childhood of poverty
Besides; under the laws of this
or be raised in questionable moral country, he isn't old enough to know
situations, we've decided that that what he wants. It seems Republidoesn't give the· government carte cans, who a week ago were leading
blanche to remove him from his the charge to introduce a bill before
home.
Congress to grant the boy citizenThis having been said, it follows ship, are now becoming leery of the
that aunts, uncles and other relatives ramifications of that act.
have no say in the care and disposiThere are undoubtedly reasons
tion of a child found to have at least this boy's mother and stepfather took
one suitable parent.
to the sea in a desperate attempt at
Even grandparents, presumably defection.
those who have raised a child's par·Unfortunately, they drowned tryents, have few if an~ rights when it ing, while Elian was picked up at sea.
comes to their grandchildren.
The la_w s·ays he must be returned to
Many conservative familial rights Cuba.
groups filed briefs with the high
Hopefully, our government
court on behalfofthechild's mother, come to its senses and do what the
·fearing that a ruling in favor of the Immigration and Naturalization Sergrandparents would erode parental .. vice has ruled should be done: rerights.
unite Elian with his father.
This. last point makes the
I don't think our government
Gonzalez case seem even more cue shoukt be in th~ kidnapping business.
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Two top 1,000 as XU ·wfns twice
Musketeers easily handle Bonnies, top Dayton in revenge match

'.i II!!

BY MATT BARBER

ways been a game in which you can
th.row the records out, because it will
At the start of this season, 11 be a good one. Over 1,600 people
The women's soccer team has
players i_n the history of the Xavier packed Schmidt to take in the latest
received national letters ofintent
women's basketball program were chapter in this series.
from four recruits, adding young
Dayton, winner of the previo~s
. members of the 1,000-point club,
talent t~ an already skilled squad
having amassed 1,000 or more meeting, 78-77, in December, led
that' was the Atlantic 10 runnerpoints in their careers atXU. The most of the game until Xavier made
up last season.
membership in that club is now up two furious runs in the second half,
The team's new recruits into 14 after senior forward Kim the first to catch the Flyers and the
clude: Nicole Griesting (Cincin-.
Hotz and junior .center Taru second to take the lead for good.
nati/McAuley), Lindsay Yonadi
Tuukkanenjoined the select corps Levandusky made a three-pointer ·
(Boca Raton, Fla./Spanish
on Friday at St. Bonaventure. with 8:35 left in the game, to spark
River), · Tracy
Kennedy
Their teammate, junior guard a 19-6 Musketeer run that sealed the
(Covington, Ky./Holy Cross) and
Nicole Levandusky, hit her l ,OOOth game. Levandusky scored 11 of
Tracy Veith (Cincinnati/St. ·
point earlier this season against St. those 19 points, including 10 of the
Ursula).
Joseph's.
first 12, with two· threes. The FlyGiestling; a midfielder, is the
In addition to the personal ac- ers seemed to tire down the stretch
all-time assists leader at.Cincin~
complishments of the Musketeers despite substituting players in
nati McAuley with 34 career
· (19-3 overall, 8-2 in the Atlantic bunches, like a hockey team chang- .
assits and led her conference in
·
.
.
10), the squad reeled off two vic- ing lines.
assists this year with 14.
A 13-4 run by XUbeginning less
tories, one against the Boonies (8Yonadi, a center midfielder,
13, 4-6), and the other at home than three .minutes into the secon~
served as captain of her high
·· against West Divis~on rival Dayton half, brought Xavier back from a
school team, Spanish River,
( 11-11, 6-5), who defeated XU by nine-point deficit to tie things at 47
which earned the. 6-A State
one earlier this season.
with 9:40 left in the game. UD anChampionship last season and
The two wins by Xavier swered with a basket, and then
finished second in USA Today's
matched George Washington on Levandusky sparked XU's final
final poll. Yonadi scored 89 goal~
·
the weekend, keeping the Muske~ push..
and 57 assists over her high
teers just a half-game behind the
"She's a gamer," ·said Xavier
school career.
· Colonials. in the Atlantic 10 West head coach Melanie Balcomb of
Kennedy, a center midfielder,
·Division.
Levandusky's great second half folwas named the 5th Region's
lowing a ".old first 20 minutes.
Player-of-the-Year and finished
XAVIER
77,
DAYTON
64
"She's
been i~ it so many times. I
her career at Holy Cross with 39
got
on
her
at halftime and told her
Sunday's
game
in
Schmidt
goals and 21 assists.
to
shoot
the
ball.';
·
Fieldhouse
was
typical
of
the
Veith, a forward, scored S2
Xavier-Dayton
rivalry.
This
has
alIn
the
first
half,
Dayton
jumped
·goals in her career including 21
out to an.8-4 lead,
her senior.year. Veith was named·
but
XU came back
the Conference-Player-of~the
to
lead
one, 9Year after leading St. Ursula, the
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Recruiting news

Sports Writer

Club

marathon

x

-Joe Angelia
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Senior Kim Hotz joined the 1,000 point-club after pouring in 15
points in the team's win against SBU. She joined juniors Taru
Tukkanen and Nicole Levandusky
in reaching the mark this year. .
.
crowd of the season. "But the half. Junior forward Jen Phillips,
crowd really got us going in the sec- ·herself just 59 points away from
ond half.''
1,000 in her career, followed with
Baicomb attributed the stow start 16. Tuukkarien.recorded' 12 points
by XU to the team's recent return and 10 rebounds, and Waugh dished
from Olean, N.Y., and St. out 10 assists and did not record a
Bonaventure the day before, as well turnover in the second half.
as Dayton's ability io disrupt the
XAVIER87,
Musketeer offense.
"The difference between· this
ST. BONAVENTURE 66game and the last one (Dayton's
Tuukkanen needed five points to
one-point win in December), is how break 1,000 for her career coming
'Reetta (freshman guard Reetta into this contest, so she poured in
Piipari) and Amy (freshman point 30. And. pulled down 17 rebounds,
guard Amy Waugh) have improved 10 on the offensive side.
since then," said Balcomb.
That was all Xavier needed as it
Levandusky recorded· three cruised to an easy, 21-point win
. steals in the contest to bring her ca- . over. the Boonies who were withreer total and set the new school. out their leading s_corer for thethird
record at 234. The previous record straight game.
Xavier controlled most of the
of 2.32 steals was recorded by
Xavier Hall of Farner Judy Smith game, -sBU coming within six after a three-point play with 5: 19 left
who played from 1980-84.
Levandusky and Piipari led the in the first half, but the Bonnies
Musketeers with 19 points each, 15
See Women page 1o
and 11, respectively, in the second

GAME

On Tap

Saturday, Feb. 19

•Men's basketball vs. Virginia
Tech at 2 p.m.
Home men's basketball
games are held in the·
Cincinnati Gardens.
Home women's basketball
games are held in
Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Home rifle matches are held in
. the Armory.
Home games are in bold

of the

WEEK
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. VIRGINIA TECH
7 p.m. at Schmidt
Fieldhouse on Thursday
If you haven't caught on
yet, the women's basketball
team is for real. They've won
their last eight games and
shouldn't have too difficult a
time making the Hokies into
number nine. If you're too
busy to go on Thursday, make
sure y-ou catch the game
against the Rams on S,unday.
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·Muskies grotind Flyers in· OT, fall to G W
Brown's MVP performance off bench leads Xmen over Dayton
three-point bomb from the corner; don't know. Either he got fouled
or.he didn't."
bringing Dayton within two.·
"I thought Edwin got bumped on
'l\vo more games· into the basOn the Musketeers' next posses-·
ketball season, a dramatic overtime.
sion, Price took the ball down near ·his shot, hut there were a lot of
win over Dayton and a devastating ;
the paint and dribbled offsome time bumps .in the game," said Dayton
before throwing up an m~advised head coach .Oliver Purnell. "I
•come-from~behind victory for
George Washington, only reassured. .
bal:>y-hookwhich air-balled, giving thought that he got bumped on the
second one but we couldn't get a
possession back to the Flyers. ·
what most people have come fo re,,·.
alize about this· year's Musketeer>· ·
The Flyers' Edwin Young took break in thelane."
The Xmen pulled off the victory,
sqllad- their inconsistency istheir
the ball to the hole; nearly lost con·
Achilles' heeL
trol, but regained the ball to hit the despite shooting a .dismal 0-15 from
After gaining ground in the Attying bank shot_ with 0.1 second re- three-point range, It marked the
lantic 10 West by knocking off first
maining on the clock, sending the first time the team has gone with
place Dayton, the Musketeers regame into overtime and stealing the out a three-pointer since a 65-56
win over Hartford back on Dec. 6,
sponded the next game by blowing"
win from the Musketeers.
a 15-point halftime lead to the
In overtime, the Musketeers es- . 1993 (0-5 from beyond the arc).
Brown was awarded the
·Colonials.
tablished a slim 63-60 lead, but
found themselves down one after Blackburn-McGafferty trophy,
The Muskies now stand at 4-5
in theA-10 (13~8 overall): At this
Stanleis go-ahead layup put UD given to the game's MVP, after
scoring a career-high 15 points on
point; winning out all the season's
up 64-63.
After UD deflected the ball out 7-12 shooting from the field.
remaining games or taking.theA10 Tournament's automatic bid are
of bounds, the Musketeers v.:er_e McAfee led all scorers with 16
the only likely ways the Xmen will
forced to inbounds. The ensuing points, though he connected on just
· inbounds pass went .to senior 5-15 attempts; while dishing out six
be dancing come March.
· Darnell Williams, who was 1-9 assists and grabbing a career-high
·
XAVIER 65, DAYTON 64 (OT)
from the field at that point, but eight rebounds.
West finished with 10 points and
drove baseline.and finished with a
The Flyers came to town this
past Wednesday looking to sweep
clutch pump la yin, giving the Mus~ eight rebounds followed by Price
the season series after taking the
keteers the lead· with 7.4 seconds with 11 points and six rebounds.
two teams' previous meeting, 76·left
in the game.
.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOHN THOMPSON
GEO. WASH. 78, XAVIER 67
72 back on Jan. 11.
"I
looked up at the shot clock
Sophomore Alvin Brown was awarded the Blackburn-McGafferty
Nearly dropping the Dayton
Before dropping the match to trophy, awarded to the MVP ofthe XU-UD game, after pouring in
and saw there were nine seconds
game,
thanks to a late collapse, was
Daytori earlier in the season, the a career-high 15 points in the team's 65-64 (01) win.
-left so I knew I had to go. The
one
thing,
blowing a 15-point halfMusketeers stood at 11-3. The loss
baseline was open, so I took it," said
at UD, though, threw theXmen into McAfee led Xavier in scoring at the keteers a 44-32 advantage over Williams. "There was no time to time lead is another.
a four-game slide, the effects of half with seven points, yet had con- Dayton.
In a game reminiscent of the
bring it out and try to set up a play.
which they are still trying to over- nected on just 2-9 field goal attempts
Building the lead wasn't a prob- Just try tci make something happen, team's loss at Marquette (65-63 on
(0-4 from three-point range).
lem for the Musketeers, who turned maybe get fouled, just go to the Jan. 2) in which the Musketeers
come.
On this night though, the MusWith the score 24-29 in the sec- their defensive pressure up while bucket."
entered the intermission with a 16keteers had history on their side. ond half, sophomore Aaron Turner knocking down every snot they
-"Dayton agairi went to Young, point advantage, Sunday's game
The Flyers had not won in their pre~· grabbed an offensive rebound and took. Maintaining the lead was twice, but this time the senior guard against the Colonials was a game·
vious 14 trips to the Cincinnati Gar- went up strong with a dunk. where the difficulty set in. UD was unable to come up with tli.e big of two extremes.
dens. With Xavier heading to the Turner's two points would be the turned it's intensity up a level and play. His first attempt was swatted
The first half saw the Musketeers
beginning
of
a
20~3
Xavier
run
Cintas Center next season, this
moved in for the kill when the Mus- into the next county by freshman· pour in 39 points, while the team's
would be Dayton's last chance to thanks to strong play from sopho- keteers' jumpers failed to fall David West, out of bounds. Young defense put the shackles on George
more Alvin Brown. ·
end their skid.
through.
cut to the basket on the inbounds Washington's high octane offense,
Brown; substituting in for sophoWith 1:03 left in the game, Price play, took the pass,· and was which entered the contest averag~
The first half was marred by
poor shooting for the Musketeers more Lloyd Price who was ham- went to the free-throw line· and stripped/fouled, depending on who ing an A-10 best 81 points per
who managed just 29.6 percent . pered by a nagging shoulder injury, knocked down both of his jump- you· talk to,. giving the Musketeers game, allowing just 24 ponts.
from the field but managed to keep scored 10 of the team's. 20 points ers, giving the Xmen a 56-51 lead. a.65-64 victory.
Chris Monroe accounted for 14
it close, trailing 22-26 at the inter- during that stretch. Brown's )ast The Flyers refused to concede vie- ·
"My· vantage· point is not the of the Colonials' first~half points
mission.
bucket during the run, a one-handed tory, though, as Brooks Hall an- best; about 70 feet from the play,"
Junior point guard Maurice shot inside the paint, gave the Mus- swered Price's free-throws with a said head coach Skip Prosser. "I
See Men page 1o

. BY JOE AN GOLIA
~Sports

Editor

Karcher·helps Temple pick up the pace
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

Junior forward Mark Karcher of
Temple was n~med Atlantic- IO
Player-of-the-Week for his efforts
in Temple's two convincing victories this past we~k. Karcher averaged 16.0 points per game and 5.5
rebounds per game in wins over
Massachusetts (75-48) and Rhode
Island (74-40).
The Owls have won seven games
in a row and have been playing
some serious defense along the
way. In their seven consecutive victories, no opposing team has scored by averaging 28.0 ppg in leading
over 50 points.
GW to two victor~es this past week.
With a 9-1 conference record,Iri the Colonials' win at
Temple can put it on cruise control Duquesne, Brown dropped a cool 36
as they head down the home stretch points on the Dukes as GW won 84to theA-10 East Championship. St. 78. In their win over Xavier, Brown
Bonaventure and U mass are tied for was good for 20 points, three assists
second in the East with 5-3 records. and two steals.
By the way, he also leads the
Take a ..yild guess as·to who the
. A-10 Rookie-of-the-Week- was: ···country in scoring-at 25.0 ppg. It's
You guessed it, SirValiant Brown of a good start to a college career thus
George Washington. Brown cap- far for the 6-1 freshman guard.
tured bis fifth award for the season
As for A-10 play this past week,

the.only team that was impressive
were the Temple Owls. Temple is
No. 19 .in both the AP and USA
Today Coaches Poll this week. Finally playing like the team most
thought they would be this season,
the Owls are playing· like a welloiled machine.
Temple has absolutely destroyed their last seven opponents
and has shown no mercy in doing
so. Look out for the Owls.as they
prepare to make a serious run for
the national title come March.
In A~lO women's play, junior
Tere Willi.ams of Virginia Tech was
named Player-of-the-Week.
Williams averaged 21.0 ppg and
10.0 rpg in the Hokies' two losses
this past week. Williams recorded
her eighth double-double fo~ the
·season as she scored 19 points and
grabbed 11 rebounds in their 64. 60 loss against Xavier. Williams
ranks fourth in the A" 10 in scoring
. with a 14;9 ppg average and. third
in rebounding with 8.7 rpg.
The Rookie-of-the-Week award

went to Erica Lawrence of George
Washington. The freshman forward
averaged 17 .5 ppg and 4.5 rpg in
the Colonials two victoi-ies this past
week. This is her second Rookie~
of-the-Week citation this year.
George Washington holds a one
game edge on the XU women in the
West standings. Xavier makes a
huge visit to. GW on Feb. 20.
. At 18-3 _(S-2), Xavier was
ranked 29th in this week's AP Poll.
The XU women are rolling along

on an eight game winning streak
and look like the only XU team that
will be playing in the postseason.
On the men's national scene,
Cincinnati continues to beat up on
much weaker opponents. UC appears to be the dominant in the
country but look for .them to fall
short in terms of the national title.
Syracuse's hopes of a perfect
season came to an end on Monday
as they lost to Seton Hall. The
Orangemen have been on fire, but
don't forget to take into account
they have not played many big
games away from the Carrier
Dome. The Orangemen will definitely recover· from this loss and
should do some damage in the
NCAA Tournament.
On a final note, the Musketeers
continued along with their lackluster season. Their loss to GW all but
did away with their already slim,
hope for an at large bid come
March. Winning theA-lOTournament appears to be their only
chance at going to the Dance.
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Men: UD win spoiled byGW·
Continued from page 9 ·

·
.
.
. .
while SirValiant Brown (the
nation's top scorer at 25.3 ppg entering the contest) was limited to
just five points.
The Xavier offense appeared as
if it would have no troubles scaring. When junior Reggie Butler,
starting o'ver sophomore Kevin
Frey; knocked down a mid-range·
jumper, it looked as though the
Musketeers might actually take one
on the road.
·
The Xavier offense kept going,
even when Price left the game with
a dislocated finger nearly "two and
a half minutes into the game, Jed
by McAfee's scoring ( 15 first half
points) and the rebounding of West
and Alvin Brown.
The second half was another
story altogether, as the Colonials'
offense, Jed by Val Brown's resurgence, picked up the pace.
The Musketeers were unable to

.·

,

·

··

·

.

fmd an answer as coach Tom, utes off the bench, grabbing seven
Penders pumped his fist while his boards to go with his nine points.
team chipped away at the. Xavier.
.
lead.
.
. WHAT'S UP NEXT
The Xmen couldn'tbtiya bucket
On Thursday, the Musketeers .
in the secoqd half while the will play their final non-conference
Colonials rolled to 54 second half of the season wlien they hit ther~ad
points.
to take on the Golden Griffins· of
Monroe-and Val Brown l_ed the Canisius.
way for OW, posting 26 and 20
The Musketeers will then try to
points, respectively. McAfe~ led makethemostofatwo-gamehome
the way for Xavier with 19 points_ stretch, which will bringMassachufollowed by West and Alvin Brown setts and Duquesne to town.
· with 13. a piece.
The Minutemen, despite their
West completed his bid for a _11-10 overall record, stand at 5-3
double-double by grabbing a gam_e- in the A-10, which puts them in a
high 13 rebounds. The Musketeers tie for second place in the A-10 East
enjoyed a 55-39 rebounding advan- with St. Bonaventure.
tage thanks in part to the efforts of
The Dukes' (3~7 in the A-10) arWest and Alv"in Brown.
rival at the Cincinnati Gardens will
Alvin Brown posted career- give the Musketeers a .chance to
highs for his. hometown crowd in ·avenge the 85-78 loss to Duquesne ,
both rebounds and assists with nine they suffered on Jan. 15.
arid five, respectively.
Frey provided some quality min-

Women: win. eighth straight
Continued from page 8

would only get three more to XU's comb.ined eight points, and cine.of
13 to finish the half ahead, 43-24. · them was in double-overtime.
Xavier outscored St. Bonaventure
Xavier's 9-2 A-=-10 mark. puts
44-42 in the second half.
them just one~hal_f game behind
··Hotz also recorded her l,OOOth West Division leading George
point in the game, totaling 15 total Washington (9-1). East Division
points, behind just Tuukkanen 's 30 leading St. Joe's.is also 9-2. ·
on the Xavier side. Levandusky.
Xavier pulled out. a four-point
added 11 as the Musketeers shot 53 victory at Virginia Tech two weekpercent from the field and ends ago and hosts the· Hokies
outrebounded SBU, 40-23.
Thursday night, at 7 p.m., in
Schmidt Fieldhouse in what will be·
STREAKING IN CONFERENCE acrucial West Division showdown.
The .two victories this weekend Tech is in third place wi~h a 6-4 Atput the Musketeers' .win streak at lantic 10 mark, 13-8 overall, after
eight games and leaves them just starting the season ranked in the
one more win from reaching 20 for top-25.
the second straight season. Xavier
On Sunday at 2 p.m., Xavier
has not dropped a game since St. hosts Fordham. The Rams (4-17,
Joseph's
visited
Schmidt 3-7) are near the bottom of the A. Fieldhouse oti Jan. 9.
10 and will have to play .a near perThe three losses XU has· with- fect game to beat the red-hot Musstood this season have been by· a keteers.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JOHN THOMPSON

Freshman David West, who currently leads the A-10 in
rebounding at 9.1 rebounds per- game, posted a 13-point, 13rebound double-double in the team's 78-67 loss to GW.

CINClNNATI CYCLONES

College Night
Friday, February 18th· 7:30 .pm
Cincinnati Cyclones vs. Cleveland ,Lumberjacks
@ Firstar Center

Happy Hour from 6:15 till the end of the
Tickets

1st

period

Bonus: The San Diego
Chicken. will be performing
throughout the game
• Tickets available at the Firstar Box
Office with a valid college ID
•For more information
call 421-7825 ext 180

Tickets available at the Box O.ffice.the night of the Game
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www.xu.edu/writcntr

Will my professor recognize my
brilliant ideas this semester? ·
Will I find true happiness in my
Western Civ class?
Maybe it's your al m
· e it's that nagging
voice in your head that keeps you
up at night ... reminding you that
you should be working at
The Newswire.
We need copyeditors/writers, and you need a job.
Call Lauren at 745-3607.

O0

0

Will I get rich after taking
microeconomics?

. Let us 11elp you find your own answers.
Get centered!

JAMES GLENN WRITING CENTER
CONSULTANTS WAITING FOR YOUR CALL !ft 745-2875 ~ALTER 812

MAKE ·BREAKFAST
YOUR BUSINESS
And meet the Dean.

ATTENTION BUSINESSSTUDENTS:

NEWSWEi'RE
Your paper. Your voice. Every Wednesday.

You are irivited to join Dean Mike Webb for
Donuts, bagels, muffins and juice
In Nieporte Lounge
CBA Building (ground level)

·PAPA/OH/I'S

Wednesday, February 9
From 9:15 until 9:45
And
Thursday, February 10
From 9:30until10:00

Sponsored by the Williams College ofBusiness

.i~

Better Ingredients. ·
Better Pizza.

'-)cot1 Hyer
J,~r...~rdi

HAVE
SOMETHING
YOU NEED
TO SELL?
TRY PLACING
A CLASSIFIED

IN THE NEWSWIRE.
Call 745-3561.
Askfor Lance.
Don't be afraid.
He doesn't bite ... often.

Manaf!e 1

Ohio Valley
Restaurants. Inc
An Independently
Owned & Operated
FranchiSf!
4538-A Montgomef\·

NorwcxxJ. OH

·<-'

.1,,~ i .·

(513) 731-'i(J~.~·
Pager: (5131540-:\'.-'fi:-i

Drivers earn up to $15.00 per
hour!
Required:

Flexible Schedule
Good Driving .Record
Insurance
Your Own Vehicle

*Ask for Scott or Lynn
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BRIEFS
. .lbL

Jonathan Mosko, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu

Media imagery
Through April 2, the Contem-:
porary Arts Center is hosting a
gallery by artist David Byrne.
The exhibit tackles deceptive
advertising imagery by. offering
works laced with subliminal messages. Center hours are Monday
though Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m., and Sundays from noon to
5p.m.
·
Admission is free to members,
$3.50 for general admission, $2
for seniors and free on Mondays.
For more information, call
721-0390.

Symphony update
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra Associate Conductor
John Morris Russell will conduct
concerts Feb. IO- l 2.
Featured works will be
Korngold's Violin Concerto in b
Major and Symphony No. IO by
French composer Cesar Franck.
The Music Hall Concerts are
at 7 :30 p.m. on Feb. IO, at 11 a.m.
on Feb. 11 and at 8 p.m. on Feb.
12. Tickets are priced from $12
to $46 and are available at 3 813300.

Operas
The University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
presents two one-act operas,
"R~yal Palace" and "The Czar
Has His Photograph Taken" on
Feb. IO - 13 in Patricia Corbett
Theatre.
Show times are Thursday,
Feb. 8 at s'p.m., Friday .at 3:30
p.m. and 8 p.m., Saturday at 2:30
p.m. and 8 p.m. and Sunday at
2:30p.m.
All performances are free, but
seating is extremely limited.

Free movie
"The Other World," Xavier
University's 1999-2000 Film Series, presents "Stairway to
Heaven" on Feb. 11.
The film will be shown at 7:~0
p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. For
more information, call 745-3811.
An introduction and discussion by Br. Jerome Pryor, S.J.,
will accompany the film.

Free concert
The Tokyo String Quartet offers the second of its three annual
concerts at the Universii:y of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
Music on Tuesday, Feb. 8 at 8
p.m. in Corbett Auditorium.
The concert features works by
Schubert,. Bart6k and Weber.
Tickets for this performance
are $12.

Chinese landscape
Through April 2, the Contemporary Arts Center will present
Los Angeles artist Jacci Den
Hartog's exhibit, "Views of the
Garden."
The exhibit features wallmounted and free~standing sculptural vistas.
For more information, call
721-0390.
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Two Day Panic Attack hits'Mad Frog
FEEL A PANIC ATTACK COMING ON?.DON'T BE ALARMED, JUST BE ENTERTAINED
that came next on the
menu.
Complete with
A panic attack: palms sweating,
heart racing, head throbbing - call- th~. authentic DMB
ing the hospital in this situation might rap at the beginning
not be a bad idea.
("sunshine on my
Unless, of course, you happened shoulders niakes me
to .be in Clifton's Mad Frog a week happy I sunshine alago for Two Day Panic Attack, a band most always makes
(mostly) straight from Xavier and me high"), this tune
was a welcome
right in your face.
Why does that name sound famil- change from the oftiar? You may remember them play- covered "Crash" or
ing at last year's Styuka festival or you "Satellite"· that one
may .remember acoustic guitarist, hears at other live
band frontman and Xavier student shows.
Concert-style soBlake Somers sitting on the benches
outside Kuhlman hall last year, ser- los punctuated the
end of the song, with .
enading passersby with his guitar.
It would be an understatement to Soi:ners supplying
say Two Day Panic Attack has a lot of acousticriffs as elecenergy. Cheefleaders have a lot of tric guitarist (and .
energy, nuclear power plants have a · Xavier junior) Branlot of energy - Two Day Panic At- don 'Hughes 1mproNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
tack is bursting at the seams with tal- vised off the melodic "I don't practice santeria / l ain't got no crystal ball." Two Day Panic Attack lead
ent and vigor in an undeniable rush. -line.
singer Blake Somers {right) and special guests treat the audience to their
At their latest Mad Frog show, ~he
Just before the so- rendition of one of Sublime's most popular tunes.
ban.cl got a late start around 11 :30 los could get tire·Also, "Damon's Workout," writp.m., and made up for lost time lead- some, the band switched gears, slid- mance stage has barely enough
ing off with an original song, ing into Eric Clapton's wedding-re- room to move about, it didn't stop ten by Somers with a driving
"Memory of a Smile," sung by ception standard "Wonderful To- Somers from dancing around, mak- bassline for McMahon, was a workSomers with a dark intonation remi- night." This time, Hughes supplied ing faces at the crowd and trading out for the whole band - at times
riffs with the bass player, Xavier's Hughes' strumming hand blurred
the main vocal line.
niscent of DMB's "The Stone."
As the last sugary chords melted own Damon McMahon.
Before continuing, Somers
over the strings of his guitar.
Between songs, Somers would Somers sang, red-faced, with a
thanked _the crowd for coming out: away, Two Day Panic Attack tack"Thanks, I know it's a school night," led the Barenaked Ladies' "Briari tease the fans by playing little sn·ip- soaring electric guitar solo overpets of songs from Fleetwood Mac head and an anchoring rhythm laid
he joked, just before the band dived Wilson," again sung by Hughes.
However, even though Hughes. -to Rage Against the Machine~ The down by drummer Steve Gille.
intQ the next song, a spirited coyer of
By 1:30 a.m. the crowd had
Simon and Garfunkel's "Mrs. owned the vocal line for those few most amazing thing of all, though,
Robinson." Cranking the tempoup a s'ongs/:the spotllght ne\>Ci' stra'yed was that while Somers· did all this; thinned· out considerably, so· the
notch, the band made this popular too for' from the charismatic he made it look easy.
band began to wind down with
Two Day Panic Attack had "The Stanyk's Blue Eucalyptus
sing-along even more fun.
Somers. Whether singing o_r not,
If you have Dave Matthews' Live his boisterous onstage antics never drawn a loyal fan following to the Shuffle," a song Somers wrote
Mad Frog that evening, despite the while housesitting the Stanyk's
at Red Rocks album, you'd appreci- slacked.
Even though Mad Frog's perfor- fact that the performance extended home. Although the title had.nothate the concert version of "Recently"
well into Wednesday morning. ing to do with the song, it was still
Appreciatively, the band invited a fun little tune.
-ON-CAMPUS
four of "the girls of Ivanhoe" to
For a grand finale, Two Day
come onstage and dance during· a Panic Attack covered the aforemenrendition of Sublime's reggae romp tioned "All Along the Watchtower,"
"Santeria."
bringing the show to a thunderous,
Either for the benefit of the col- triumphant close.
· This S~t~r~ay, F~b. ti, p~opl~
The Swing
K;irig,danc~ ·is· lege kids or due to the musical inSomers announced that the band
spiration of one of the greatest en- would be playing at the Mad Frog
au ages ·wili come togetherf"of·the ~pons~redby tnexuhafrd tp 4elp
annual Swing is· King dance>
. rai~e money for.the g·~oup's annual tertainers of our time, Two Day again on Feb. 29, this time at a more
Panic Attack paid musical homage reasonable hour. All told, the set
In theArmoryfrom9:3_o:p.~.;to ·:tour'. · .·..
·.. .·.· •.
. ..
to the Dave Matthews Band.
1 a.m., the Xayier Swing:Ba:nd'\,Vill· : ,:Tl)e l~~piece s-.ying band_ has·
lasted over two hours, solidly
Over the course of the evening, trumping the usual indie club act
perform swing music for:th6se,who )piayed<afXavier:dances; accotn~
they churned out covers of DMB's in staying power.
wanuo daric~ or simply listen:
pilnied :Xa;vier Piayers productiOns
. MtiskieBlues,,:Xavier~s vdb~Ijazz :a:nd·pJay~d atar~ah)gh:schools .. "Jimi Thing" as well as "Rec.ently,"
With an exhausting and exhila~
and a few covers of songs Matthews rating show, Two Day Panic Attack
group, will be adding vocal acqom.:
· DoO'r prizes \viii be a\Varded,
paniment to the swing band .. :
himself has covered, like Hendrix's gives you another reason to blow
. and·wiltrange from Graeter's gift
"All Along the Watchtower" and off studying for a few hours. If you
Due to increased populanty, the certificates to a mountain bike.
dance became too big for the cafeteFor those who don'.t know how
Santana/DMB's "LoveofMy Life." can manage to stay all night, you
ria two years ago and was subse- .. to swing dance, lessons will be proBut the band did a lot more than won't regret it.
vided. Studenttiekets are $5 (with
imitate: they could also create qualquently moved to. the Armory. ,
It's quite an experience __._ and
"Thedanceattractsaverydiverse ari:ID) and can b~ h«>Ughtoutsid~ · ity original music.
much more fun than that pesky ride
crowd, but it has always beeffp()pu- the' cafe or atthe d.obr.. ··.· ·· · ·.
The second original song of the in an ambulance.
iar with stµdents, especially in the last ,
.:. . .. : ~ 1-,awa:Ricc~;· evening, "Perfect Playmates," was
few years,;' says band :president Mait
. ·o:;·q~est Writer,
both energetic and poetic, heartfelt
Steele.
·
· ·. '
· ··· ''
and upbeat. .
BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Diversions Editor

It' · .· · .· cf ·t 'b .-I{• .: ·
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0 New Releases·
The following discs are due for release on ·or before Feb. 8 ...
Dead Prez, Let's Get Free (Loud) ... Ghostface Killah, Supreme Clientele (Epic) ... Lambchop, Nixon (Touch and Go) ... Liberator, Worldwide
Delivery (Epitaph) ... Joni Mitchell, Both Sides Now (Reprise) ... Screw·
ball, Y2K (Tommy Boy) ... Osker, Treatment 5 (Epitaph) ... Steps, Step 1
(Jive) ... Sugar Shark, Get Out ofMy World (Touch and Go) ... Therapy?,
Suicide Pact - You First (Ark 21) .. ~Three Doors Down, The Better Life
(Universal) ... Third Eye Foundation, Little Lost Soul (Touch and Go) ...
... all dates are tentative.

live Wires
Friday, Feb. 11

Monday, Feb. 14

Sno-Core Tour
w/ Incubus, System of a Down,
.Mr. Bungle and Puya
@Bogart's

Cowboy Junkies
w/ Linford Detweiler and
Karen Bergquist
of Over the Rhine
@Bogart's

Saturday, Feb. 12
Long Beach Dub AH-Stars
w/ Ugly Duckling
@Bogart's

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Dream Theatre
@Bogart's
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)ust like .homemade ••• except for the paying part
FOOD SO GOOD YOU'LL WONDER IF YOUR MOM IS CHAINED TO THE STOVE IN THE BACK
. BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
AND MARIE LEIST

Contributing Writers
Want to find home cooking that
echoes· that of your mother's?
You'll find this and more at The
Echo, located next to Arthur's in
Hyde rark. .
The Echo, which has served the
Cincy population since 1945, offers
a friendly atmosphere, "great home
cookin"' and prices that even the
poorest college student can handle.
The menli at The Echo includes
breakfast as well as a wide.assortment of dinner fare. And who can
forget desserts? The Echo covers
this with homemade pies and cakes.
For breakfast, you can expect
your typical breakfast choices, such
as omelets, eggs, and bacon, and
"griddle goodies," which· include
French toast, waffles and pancakes.
The Echo is the place for anyone
who longs for a Belgian waffle at
7:35 in the evening- or any other
unusual time, since breakfast is
served around the clock.
The Echo hits home with dinners
that are good and hearty. Dinner
choices are served after 11 a.m. and
come with two sides along with a
chgjce of either a homemade biscuit or roll.
Prices range from $2.50 to
$7 .25. Dinner choices include roast
beef with au jus, beef barbecue with
slawandatwo-meatdouble-decker
sandwich,just to name a few.
The breaded .cod, however (at
$6;05), was nothing special. It was
a hmnemade breaded rectangle of
fish and was a bit greasy.
Still, the homemade mashed po-

tatoes along with the garden salad The pumpkin pie is de(with homemade dressing) m~de up . licious, and recomfm; the mediocre fish.
mended to all you
Also, the homemade biscuit was pumpkin pie connoisexc!!llent. If you deci~e to visit The seurs. The other pies
Echo, instead of the cod try the tur- are also delicious and
. key breast with dressing and gravy. well worth your taste
This en tree. was well proportioned buds' time.
The service at The
for being only $6.95, and was auEcho is as noteworthy
thentically homemade~
Mashed potatoes with gravy and as their. great desserts.
· baked apples accompanied this, Our server, Susan, was
both of which were fantastic. This extremely attentive and
. meal won't leave you hungry and friendly, contributing to
will make you want to come back . the welcoming enviagain.
ronment:
The turkey with dressing :and
She always apgravy is highly recommended when . proached our table with
you go to. The Echo. Some .side. a smile and even was
dishes other than the ones men- . willing to crack some.
tioned above are cranberry sauce, jokes with our college· cottage cheese with fruit and onion aged group. So, if you
rings. By the way, don't miss the do go to The Echo, ask
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
.
famous pan-fried Amish chicken for ~eating in Susan's Just down the street from Arthur's, The Echo has been serving up good food
..every Saturday and Sunday! .
sec;~n. E h ,
and a friendly atmosphere for over half a century. Ask for Susan, and tell
For a lighter fare, The Echo ofe. c 0 . s atmo- them we sent you.
·
·
fers an assortment of soups and sal- sphere is a mixed one.
ads. Different homemade soups are It is like a diner-cafe, with original appropriate word to describe The tastic food at great prices (with Suoffered daily for $1.75 for a cup or Emerson drawings lining the walls. Echo ... and it's not "microwaved." san, if you're lucky).
The restaurant is filled with friendly Homemade is what The Echo has
$2.25 for a bowl.
Rating:
been all about, offering homemade- ·
Some different styles of salads faces of a variety of ages.
· are the spinach salad, with bacon,
They also have a second room
onions, cheese and tomato, and the. of seating which· allows for large
taco sala:d, with chili, onions; to- parties.
mato, salsa and tortilla chips. In
If you don't get the opportunity
addition, they offer the iraditional to sit in Susan's section, carry-out
is available by calling 321-2816.
chef salad.
All salads come with your The Echo is open from 6 a.m. (for
choice.of homemade dressing, in- an all-nighterstudy break) to 9 p.m.
· cluding Ranch, French, Thousand
On Sundays,The Echo closes at
Island and who can forget the tasty 8 p.m., giving you all one less hour
to enjoy some homemade Amish
· slaw dressing (Yum yum!!)?
A meal at The Echo is not com- fare.
plete without a homemade dessert.
You can probably guess the most

****
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'Topsy-Turvy' breaks a leg ... literally
TWO-HOUR PLUS MARATHON ABOUT BRITISH MUSICAL THEATER- NO STANDING OVATION HERE
Desperate for ideas and influby a- local fair, Gilber.t deenced
Asst. Diversions Editor
Long before Tim Rice and An- cides to undertake a show about the
drew Lloyd Webber created the Japanese cult~re.
.
magic of "Jesus Christ, Superstar"
·There isn't much of a story from
or the spirit of "Evita," Gilbert and here, just behind-the-scenes anecSullivan ruled England with musi- dotes. The film rambles on until it
cals such as "Princess Ida" and crashes like a derailed train into an
"The Mikado."
unexciting ending.
Perhaps the m.ost disturbing asGilbert's charming lyrics and
Sullivan's catchy tunes ruled the pect of this film is the many charworld of 19th century theater.
,acters it introduces, then neglects.
"Topsy-Turvy" sets out to cap- Gilbert's father makes an appearture the magic that defined this era ance as a senile old man, but he is
of musical theater. It fails miser- soon forgotten without making one
ably. Upon viewing this film, I contribution to the script. Maybe
wasted two-and-a-half hours of my he died, just like the film.·
life.
Likewise, Gilbert's mother surAs the story sets out, Gilbert and ~aces to affirm the fact that she is
Sullivan are the heroes of the Sa- the rather cold individual who left
voy Theatre in London. With Gil- her husband and Gilbert to fend for
bert as the librettist and Sullivan as themsleves.
the composer, the duo has achieved
If the filmmakers wanted to proenormous success for their collabo- vide an insight into Gilbert's past,
rations.
they did not need to waste .10 minThough their latest work was utes showing us .. i
~ well.re_ceived, the accusation of rep,It seems that Mike Leigh aimed
etition has begun to surface. It his film at one audience - those
seems London's most notorious who appreciate and are familiar
theatre geniuses have run out of with Gilbert and Sullivan's work.
ideas - sucked dry.
This is the only group of people that
With Sullivan expressing a de~ could possibly enjoy all the behind. sire to depart from the world of the~scenes garbage in the film .
topsy-turvy theater, the future of the
Quarrels over revealing cosSavoy Theatre is in jeopardy.
tumes and acting preferences are
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER

reminiscent of a really
bad. episode of "Whose ·
Line'ls ItAnyway?" The
majority of scenes helplessly grasp for humor
and fall flat on their face.
Drawn out scenes
such as this pollute
"Topsy-Turvy" .until it
becomes unbearable.
In an attempt to fa- ·
miliarize viewers with
the theater of Gilbert and
Sullivan, "Topsy-Turvy"
includes tiresome scenes
of the musicals being
presented on stage.
However, clips of seIec t songs are not
enough to foster a true
PtjOTO COURTESY OF USA ALMS
appreciation for the mu"Three
little
maids
from
school
are
we."
USA
Films'
"Topsy-Turvy"
features
~ic. If one does not care
scenes
from
the
Gilbert
and
Sullivari
musical
"The
Mikado."·.
about the productions,
how can he care about
what happens behind.the scenes? ..
Save yourself the boredom (not
to mention the waste of money) and.
do .not add "Topsy-Turvy" to your
list of movies to see.
Ignore this advice and you may
find yourself muttering .the same
words as the woman sitting next to
me, "Please say it's over."
Newswire Rating:
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Fiona Apple
When the Pawn ...
(Clean Slate/Epic)
The new Fiona Apple album,
When the Pawn ... , deserves one
thing from the listening audience time.
The time for one to sit down with
an ice cold drink or hot cup of cocoa, hit play on the CD player and
listen for the full 45 minutes. The
time to get up, get a refill and hit
play again.
· Why? This album is a piece of
work that demands the time to fully
appreciate the creative forces that
crafted it.
Starting off with the roar of her
throaty, full-bodied voice, Apple
knows what she wants, belting
"You're all I need I You're all I
need," tirelessly from the first track,
"On The Bound."
This is not the same Fiona from
her smash debut CD, Tidal. Where
she was the little girl getting down
and dirty on "Criminal," here the
songstress has grown up and matured. Gone is the hurt and unsure
attitude, and in its place an ablebodied, headstrong, hear-me-roarwoman.
On song six, "A Mistake," Fiona
croons "I'm gonna make a mistake/ I'm gonna do it on purpose I I'm
gonna waste my time ... " and.you·
don't doubt she will.

'
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While she may .be wasting her
time, she's doing anything but that
to yours.
The first single, "Fast As You
_Can," is a pure piece of avant-pop
rock, with a funky piano line, trippy
Wurlitzer, and sharp.as a knife vocals.
"The Way Things Are," track
eight, is yet inore proof of the new
demeanorApple has affected. The
lines, "So keep calling me names,
keep on, keep on I And I keep kicking the crap till it's gone,"·prove that
her mettle is a far cry from the
spoiled, disillusioned waif that
some portrayed her to be after the
release of Tidal.
This album does what so many
in this day of cookie-cutter, blondediva wannabes and testosteroneangst crap metal bands fail to do.
It wraps that warm, smokey
voice around your head, filling your
. ears until you can't help but hit the
repeat button, if only to hear those
words, that lilting piano and those
aching strings one more time.
Fiona Apple has returned, and
When the pawn hits ... , you will feel
it.
This CD earns $$$Y2.
- Will Fenton,
Contributing Writer
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Enjoy the arts --- on .:your budget
LOCAL ORGANIZATION OFFERS CULTURE FOR THOSE OFA STUDENT'S MEANS
Park and the Symphony Orchestra.
.Also, members will receive disThere are only so many things counts on various other art-r~l.ated
a one can do for ~ecreation on a areas. For example, on selected
student's budget. And after a days, members can take advantage
while, the usual movies and clubs of 20 percent discounts on Broadcan get boring.
way Sei:ies tickets (or5{). percent
While Cincinnati has a variety . discoun~s on the d~y· of d;ie show).;
of cultural diversfons, cost has ofThough the pr6gram ~as J9fty.
teri bee~ a p~oblem, especially for ge>als, :fr also prq\lid~s .college stu~
students.
denk\\lith:~brriethiri{they:can:re~ •
In an effort to get some culture, allyappr~~iafo:·~heap dat~s, '.\;.< ·..
into us stu~ents and give l)S some- · ·Consideriiig:~ckets tc)'the sym~

membership still has its advantages.
Members can purchase unlim· ited (yes, you read that right) discounted movie passes for Showcase Cineriia at $6 each or the Esquire Theatre. at $4 each. This
co1,1ld comejn:.handy:for birthday
·p<1ftie~; study!Jreaks or office get"
togeth.ers.\ 2 <
.. .
.· _· .Several ){avi~r: students are
EJA;:members, _:includiilg senior
:F[a~slln AJI~.a~~~~ /.
·. ,· ·.. ·

BY JONATHAN MOSKO
DiversionsEditor

·

~i~i!:~:~t::~:J~t. •;if~lt~~?j~~l~~1· ;~~i~li~§t~;~~

a nonprofiforganization devotedto ·..·.
ETA.'memtiers alsoreceiv~:invi" .·
raising ~s ~wareness,with a corri-. ; ta~jon's :,toi'.'bi:iijtifal · happening~:
rilitmentt6"inaking arts accessible. Up~qniirigeveritsfor~TArnembers.
and. affordable for students;"
incl~de a brurich'.at the Cincinnati
, New members will receive a }\rt.M,U:seum .on Feb .. 19 and)he
rneinbership card, a bimonthly_ niorithy Gall~ry Walk on Main
'~tifactS" calendar, periodie mailc ·. Street. : ·: \ ~ .·- · ·.....·.·. ·. ·: .. _.- .··.·•· . .
The Gallery Walk is held:nearly
ings. concerning upcoming art
events and a number of free passes every month;• except for December
and Atigus.t Merribers have' the
to local art events.
This member packet includes .· chance'to peru~e.:JI)any
th~ .ar.t
abollt$300 \\l~ith.offree tickets to. '::gtllleries.~dtirfrig·.a· stroll, ~ri:dmvri".
platesliketlleCillCinii.ati,Zoo,th~ td~n'.CihCin~~ti;,' , . ·. · .,; . .
GiiiCinriati-:&t:Museum in Eden , '· If~o~·~etfcit'ih:e artsy,~ype, ETA

in. the Parkand Broadway Series,
· fo name a few.
. AJ.:Rawas says. the ETA program has been very valuable, "especially ·since Cincinnati has become such a hub for the performing arts."
For moreinfonnation or to become an ETA. member, visit the
Web site at www.etastart.com or
call the ·ETA office at 621 "4700.
.If.youmf:.n.tie>!ithis a,rtide, ycmwill
recciivea$Si°distou'nt
.
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The Diversions Section Three-Step Plan for Making Money
1VEWSWIRE CD. RATiNGS
•$$$$ -An inst.fut clas~idf.

•. : .

•·. .

">

.. . . .

•· • · ..·•·.·_. .

STEP 1: Watch a free movie
or listen to a free CD.

STEP 2: Write a review.

STEP 3: Get paid and spend it
on whatever guilty pleasure
your heart may desire.

. : . . :~·::;,

'"<r>

. •$$$ :~ Pi¢kthis.up on: yqµr
next trip to the rec;drd:st~r~? .• •

. $$ .: TJiis is ·wbrth dµbbing
frbn'i a friend; . . .
.
$ - Makes a better Frisbee®:
M.K.

Summer Sessions

3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207-3123

Hey kids!
_ Make your own
Diversions house ad!

· Step·I:
or.. so.
. . Stay
. . ' - awakeforl9hours
.
..
.
.
-

- St~p
2:. W~it
untilthe
last minute
.
.
.: . '
".
.
:· ..
,·

Check out the two week intersession classes offered·
ing departments:
Communication Arts
Criminal Justice
Education
History
Information Systems
Music
Philosophy

May 8 - May I 9 by the follow-

'

:

.'/Step 3: :Insert catchy phrase here:
•· . ' .

Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology
Theology

'

•

.

·.

..

t''

~

Step 4: Beg people to write for your
section. (In this case, Diversions,)
Vaguely suggest some glamorous rewards;
..
)"'

Bulletins will be available March I st. See the schedule posted on the bulletin boards in the
University Center - outside the Main dining hall and I st Floor Alter Hall. .. Housing and
Rnancial Aid is available. Contact the Summer.Sessions .Office.for .more information @

745-360 I.

··,.
..

· <Ste~_5: Don 'tforgetyour. phone number; (x~878).' · . ·. . .
· .step 6::wa:ittor ..
someone.to
call you.
..

Step7:\v~rsorlie·m~te...
.
. . ... ....

"
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Classified· ads are 25 cents per·· word with a $5 ·minimum .. To place your classified ad in The
Newswire· call the.<at,ivertisirig manager, Lance ~chuerger, at (513)745-3561 o.r send an e-mail to
·
·
'
newswireads@yahoo.com
~~

TEACHERS·ECE ·
3 programmers only! To
Pool managers, lifegaurds,
Excellent pay·and opportuswim coaches. Hiring now for
join start-up and. reci.eve
nity! Nationally accredited,
15_% equity position of comsummer posi~ions: Excellent
Head Start· full-day childcare
pany. Experience with most
pay, work outdoors! Call 777seeking energetic profession~
of thefollowing: ASP, HTML,
1444.
als to work with children K-6.
Java Script, CGI and Perl,
Wanted: 50 people tci lose
. Greater Cincinnati printing
Monday thru Friday from 7Unix for Web Programmers.
weight fast. 10.0% natural &
company. is loo~in.g )or an
9:15 a.m. Highly competitive
We also partner with indi·
guaranteed. Call ·(8B8) 63B- ·
viduals to help get great
· aggressive individ.ual who.has· •· wages, experience preferred.
6497. or visit: www.optirrialthe burning desire to seek:a .. ·. · Hy~e Park ECE Program, Call
ideas to market. .Serious in·
. nutrition.com
career in sales.The success321-7183.. EOE.
·
quirers only. You can work
Need responsible,• hon·
. from you'r localion! e-mail
ful candidate must. be self. Approximately 1/4 mile
resum'·e
· to
est, flexible mother's helper.
motivated, be able to ·build
from Xavier at the corner of
free tell @hotmail.com.
Nonsmokers with great drivlong~term relationships, have
Clener:iy Avenue and Monting record a must! Willing to
strong time-rnanagement
gomery Road. We have an
help with children's home·
skills and· a commitment to
immediate opening for a part)Nork, kiddie organization,
helping clients achieve their
tjme cashier/operator. Reliabillaµndry, ironing and drive
ity is imperative; The hours re. goals. If you think a sales cakids to activities. Experience
reer is what you're looking for, .
quire.d are. Mondays (5-9 with newborn a preference.
call Debbie Pfaffl at Multi-Craft,
· · ·
_
.
p.m.), Tues.days (5~8 p.m.),
.
·.Go direct! We're ·the
Children ages 1.1, 9, 6 and
581 2754
Wednesdays (5~9 p:m.) and
newborn.
Mon.-Fri.
2-9
p.m.
Amazon.com
of spring break! ·.
..... 100 instructors/counselors .. Saturdays (10 a.m.~4· p.m.),
· ·Please c;all at (513)792-8175
#1 Internet-based cor.npany of· ··
needed. Coed sleepaway·
.Approximately 17 total hours
for -more infromation.
faring wholesale pricing by
.·camp in Pocono Mountains, .Pa: .' per week. To interview, call Mr.
eliminatingmiddlemen! We.
'More than 60 land/water a6- - ·Elmlinger at 531-5.500 from 8
. summer day camp located
have other companies begging·
• tivities. -Good salary/tips! Call
a.m.-5. p.m. Monday - Frid~y.
north of Cincinnati, hiring coun~
for mercy! All destinations.,
(800) 422-9842 or visit
EARN MONEY
selors. All necessary training
Guaraoteed lowest prices! .Call ·
www.campcayuga.com
.
We're looking for.men and
provided. Great hours, excelus at: (800) 367-1252, or visit:
TEACHERS-ECE ·
· women to deliver the new telelent pay and a fun summer
www.springbreakdirect.com
phone directories from.Cincinexperience. Call Amanda at
Nationally accredited, Head
#1 Spring Break vac~tions!
Start childcare progr~un seek772-588B. ext: 204. nati Bell. Work in your area,
· Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
ing motivated professionals to
work full time ·0 r part ti.me and ·
Call now! Work nowl ResFlorida. Best prices guaran- ·
work with young children. 30- ·· .get paid upori completion of
tal.irant Job Line! Call: (B77)
teed!!! Free parties & cover
hr. and 4:0-hr. positions- availeach route. To qualify, you must
991-9292.
.
charges! Space is limited!Book
able.with benefits. Competitive
be. 18 or older, have a valid
STUDENT WORK
it now! All major credit cards
salary and flexible work en\tidriver's license and social se$10.15 base pay. Flexible
accepted! (800) 234-7007,
ronment. Experience preferred.
curity ·card and have an in- · 'schedules 5-36 hrs./week.
www.endlesssummertours.com
Mt. Washington EGE Program.
sured vehicle. To apply, call
Customer
service/sales,.
Call 624-9B56.• EOE:
h
I
h'
'I
bl
C
d.
Spring Break 200.0!
Monday - Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5
sc oars 1ps ava1 a e. on 1Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Exciting area day camp
p.m. Call (800) 979.7979, Di·
lions apply'. Call 671-4B23,
Florida. Call l:JSA Spring Break
NOW HIRING for summer
rectory Distributing Asso.cia- . www.workforstudents.com/np
staff postions. 6. week pro_ tiof!. we are an EQE.•..•.... ,. "' . _ . Design firm needs de~ . _. f.or•. ~,f((:le_ brci:chure, rates and .
ask)iow you .can go for free!
grarti, June 19~July 2B, M-F.
Immediate. openings _,
· p~ndable pers~n for lighf
Ask about our last~minute
Group counselors and spestudents earn $ 375 .$ 575
m~intenance, janitorial and
cialist positions ·available. For
g' eneral assistance. Must be
specials!! .(8B8) 777-4642.
weekly processing/assemwww.usaspringbreak'.com
f.urther information call Renee
bling medical l.D. cards from
a self-starter and preferably - .
hol'J1e. Experi~nce urinecesexperienced.°This is a posi·
Frankel (camp director) at
530-5156 be~een 5 p.m.-_ 9.
sary ... we train you!. Call
lion of responsiblity and trust.
p.m.
MediCard (541 ) 386 _5290 ,
Top notch clientele-conXt 3ciO
tacts. Will w.ork with. school
e ·
·
_ schedule. Apply by faxing
personalletter outlining ex- ·
perience to. 621-5771.

. SPRING·.

. BRFAK

#1 Spring Break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Best prices guaranteed! Free -parties & cover
charges! Space is limited! Book
it now! All major credit cards
accepted! (BOO) 234-7007.
Spring. Break super sale!
Cancun, Jamaica, Nassau!
$ave $100 on second sames~
ter blowout! Cali now!!! ·(800)
293-1443
www.studentcity.com
#1 Panama City vacations! .
Party beachfront at the boardwalk. Summit condos & Mark
11: Free drink parties! Walk to
best bars! Absolute best price!
·All major er.edit cards accepted! (BOO) 234-7007. WWW•.
·endlesssummertours.com
Cancun and .Jamaica as
low as $399. J=!eps wanted!!!
Sell 15 arid travelfree. Lowest price guaranteed!!! For information, call (800) 446-8335
or Nisit: www.sunbreaks.com
Size does matter! Biggest
break package, best price
from $29! Call us at (800) 224·
GULF, or visit us on the Web
at: www.springbreakhq.com

..

··FORRENT
'

Spacious 3.bedroom apartment in· North Avondale available. Located a half mile from
Xavier's campus. Apartment
set in turn of the century mansion. Features are a full kitchen
including dishwasher and dis. posal, ceiling fans, air .conditioning, hardwood floors, deck,
off street parking & laundry on.
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim
at 351-2178 ext. 101.
Norwood 2· and 3-bedroom apartments. Newly
renovated kitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, laundry, off, street parking and clean.
Price: $450 and $600 + utilities. Call 861-4111.
House for rent. 991 Dana
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3
baths. Equipped! Walk to campus! Plenty of. parking! Call:
321 ~0043 or 241-9421 ..
Apartments available now!
2 blocks from campus. 3-bedroom ($600/mo.) 1-bedroom
(300/mo.) or whole house (850/
mo.). Water paid! Call .(513)
624-6732.
House for rent. Available in
May 1, 2000: Close to campus.
!3reat newly renovated 6 bdrm, .
2 full baths/2 kitchens. W/D provided. $300 pp + util. No pets.
3966 Regent. Call 9B4·8576.'

'

Location: 3964 Regent
· Ave. Short-term rental from
Dec. '99·May '00. 3-bedroom
($600/mo.) and 1·bedroom
($400/mo.) in nice 2-family (or
entire house for $B50/mo.) +
·utilities. Washer/dryer included. Please call 984·B576.

,

Have something
you need_td sell?
Try a classified ad

in The Newswire.

Remember,
one man's tra
is another ma
treasure~

Seniors'! :Don't forget: Monday,
Feb.14 is the deadllne to turn in
your2000 X ..:coin for engraving.
You can drop them off in Alter·
hall, room 103.

I Acapulco
·
Cancun· .·
. Jamaica
Bahamas·
Cruises
FI orid a L...........c~·r--"~
Europe

. !:
l~
f.

CAMPUS ·CALENDAR

16 week of FEBRUARY 9, 2000

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ~

1

February 9Were I a small child present at·
Schmidt Fieldhouse EriditY Jast
around 1:30 p.rn., I thiIJkJhat night_.
)By ~~ll,11~,h:Du.~arit_ ·,·Jo pl~·te·~~;!iefoj~ th~-ca.!~.npar, call 745~3,;1~2 ormai~fo-M,L~J~_9,,,'~
I wou!d have run into niy parehts~i:
bedroom screeching, "Mommy!
Daddy! There's a Spike Lee unto look at when the Writing Cen- . (the fish) was dragged across the
. def my bed!" He scared the
February 12
ter
.show~ _"Hydroponics and · path of ·oncoming blood hounds
bejesus right out of me. !felt like
You:
Growing
a
World
of
Watery
to
throw
of
their
scent
andproEver watch ·~whose Line Is' it
standing up and saying, "I'm
Wonder." --- Kidding. They'.re
long"a: fox hund J swear on a .Anyway?'.' with Drew Carey and
sorry! I'm sorry I go to school with
showing . ''Shakespeare in· stack of Associated Press Stylehis fun lovin' frietlds? It's like the
the innocent people. at the microbook and Libel Manuals that I'm
Love," duh. Elizabethan pizza
NBA of improv coni~dy. They're
phones who 're making you ma~!"
will be served in the royal Writnot making it up.
sloppy. They laugh in the m!ddle
Actually, I wouldn't have said
6:30
p.m.;
le
film
ing
Center
at
of skits. Give up rather easily.
anything becausel'm pretty sure I
Reinember, seniors y senioritas,
They just aren't trying anymore.
would have been crying into one · follows at 7 p.m. in Alter B-lL
you
have until Monday to drop
Then you have Don':t Tell Anna,
of the fake ferns- on stage about
off your coin thingie at Adrian · the NCAA of improv. Do they get
You want diversity? I got your
two seconds into his re~ponse.
diversity
right
here.
Presenting
a
Schiess's. office in Alter. This is
paid handsom~ly? No way. ·Do
Much respect to all those who
presentationalistic
presentation
your last warning.
ventured· a question to the
they laugh in the middle o( skits?
presenting· us with the issue of
. Sometimes. Do.they do it for the
Spikenator, but can we put a
"Homosexuality and the Church." .
moritorium on intimidating, yet
Jove? Of course: There.'s so much~
Be presently entertained at 4 p.m.famous, people coming. to X?
. love they're giving it to Students .
5: 15 p.m, in the Conaton Board
for Peace. Your collective $3 enFebru.ary 11
Room in Schmidt Hall.
"ICH bin coffee lover," as they
trance fee, that is. It will be col-

~~~~~= ;L"~6~:.~:~;:~ ~~;o:~.:::g~:~~ ~~ ~~~~~ '"ful~

It's not letting me log in, so I
'can't find out details on this
event. i: just remember. Cincinnati .R:owing Cl~b: ·~oon, · indbor
race at the sports center. Cal..·_ endar City, your· best source for
campus info.
,

a.J.&a ·.

. FRIDAY

11:,t::.S•IDI

like to say at the International
Coffee Hour, They might say_
some other things like, "Who made
February JO
the Half-and-Half and Sweet n'
We
can
count.on at least a semiLow
shake
and
then
didn't
drink
.
.
it all?" I've heard that tht;:re more . successful basketball week as the
·times than I'm comfortable admitwomen are in action twice. The
ting. There are, I'm sure, more · first serving of the double dip_ of
whuppin' cream is Virginia Tech.
dandies to be overheard at the
Romero International Center at
The Hokenators will have their
hopes dashed starting at 7 p.m. in
3:30p.m.
·Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Shakespeare's in love ·:· with
me, hopefuUy, if Joseph Fiennes
Of course you know, smarty
pants, that a "red herring" is a bit
is a historicaUy accurate physical
of illogical reasoning that can
representation of the Bardenator.

I

Br. Jerome Pryor, S.J. is presenting the first movie o' death
. of the new ... semester in Kelley
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. It's
called ,"Stairway to Heaven" and
_stars Jimmy Page as an RAF pi.:
lot who escapes death and Rob. ert Plant as his golden~haired
love interest.· Um, that doesn't
seem right. OK, strike "Page"
and "Plant" and substitute David
Niven and Kim Hunter. There.
Sound better?

This was the slogan for the
Swing Dance: "Swing, swing:
swing, swing, everybody start to
swing," which is kind of long
and hard to remember. Revised:
"Corrie to th~ Swi_ng Dance in the
Armory; 9 p.m.- F a:m. Bring $5
and your Ali-Card. It will be so,
so fun." Long, yes. Funny, no.

SUNDAY
February 13
Dollop .#2 of the· women's ·
whuppin' cream: Fordham. The
Fordhamenators. They'll try their
luck at 2 p:m. at Schmidt. Tell
them to be careful of the severed
limbs left on the court from the VTech game.

lected, by the way, at 7:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium.
Bill ... McGaney? - McGravy?
McGuyver? The fax is a ~i.t dark.
· Whatever the guy's name, h_e's ~
famous (and supposedly good)
musician who will share his craft
and.faith wi~h you at8 p.m. in
Bellarmine Chapel.· God is his
opening act as mass is at 7 p.m.
The requisite pizza and discussion will follow. (To review, that's
God, Bill, then pizza.)

Only three days until the big
one. You'd better be ready.

My voice mail is being weird.

·Febr~ary 14
Warina go on Approach in
April? Sign up now. For some
reason, it works. Seniors go at 9
a.m. and AYO at 1 p.m.

. llJESDAY.
~

'

'

February 15.
The men's b-ball team is playing th~ Dukenators from
Duquesne at 7:30 p.'m. at the Gardens.

Ill

I

to anyone who tells you to quit smoking.

~)

,

because you know,you could.
Need facts and statistics about tobacco for J;l research paper?
Want en~ouragement to resist the tempt~ti·on to light-up?
Inter~sted in receiving weekly ~e-ssation-related e-mail tips? Want an individualized plan to quit?
_ _
·
Call the I.ntercoll~gi~te Quit Smo~ing Helpline at 745:...3599. ·
.We understand student life ,and we can help ...

I

l

